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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

WEDNESDAY EVENING. AUGUST 22. 190G.

JUMP TIGE!

HELEN CUT OFF

STENSLAND

NEW MEXICO,

pitting iifefea

OPEN IN NOV.

IS SAID TO

LITTLE OR NO CONFIDENCE

EXPECTED

IN

Hoke Smith Has Powerful Opposition In Georgia for

Congress.

BOTH THE

CLARK

I

WON'T
TALK ABOUT CASE
Springfield, 111., Aug. 22. Governor
Dineen has received Information that
Paul O. Stensland, president of the
Milwaukee Avenue State bank of Chicago, has been captured. He declines
COLONIST RATES WILL
to give any information, however.
GO EARLIER THAN USUAL
GOVERNOR DOES NOT
Topeka, Aug. 22. Owing to the de
ORDER ARREST mand for labor in San Francisco, the
Chicago, Aug. 22. Chief of Police Santa Fe railroad will put in colonist
Collins Is awaiting information from rates to California August 27, twenty
Governor Dtneen concerning the man days earlier than usual, the ratos
resembling Paul O. Stensland who was will be 125 from the Missouri river,
seen at Aguas Calientes, Mexico, last Kansas and Oklahoma points, good
night, and Is being held. Chief Collins until Midnight October 31.
asked the governor for an order to
arrest the man.
NEW YORK HIBERNIANS
MEET AT EMMETTSBURG
PREPARE UNIFORM
Emmettsburg, N. Y., Aug. 22. Sev
INSURANCE LAWS eral thousand members of the Ancient
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 22. The com- Order of Hibernians are assembled
mittee of fifteen appointed at the re- here to attend the state convention
cent Chicago conference of governors, of the order, which opened here this
insurance commissioners and attorney morning with a large attendance. The
generals from a number of states for delegates and members assembled at
the purpose of preparing uniform In- Hibernian hall at 9:30 this morning
surance laws, which are to be pre- and marched to Assumption church,
sented to the legislatures of all the where they attended high mass. Im
states, met here today under the pres- mediately after mass the delegates
idency of Thomas D. O'Brien, insur- proceeded to the convention hall,
ance commissioner of this state. The where they were formally welcomed
purpose of the meeting Is to prepare by the mayor of Emmettsbur, T. H
a bill carrying out the various Ideas Shea, the state secretary of the or
of insurance reform that have been der, and P. H. Hanlon. After a short
discussed, and the action of the com- session a recess was taken. There
mittee will, it Is expected, have an will be another session after dinner,
important bearing upon future general and in the evening a special dramatic
insurance legislation.
It is quite performance at the opera house. To
probable that the committee will re- morrow the delegates and their ladles
main In session during the rest of will take a trip to Spirit Lake and
the week.
Lake Okobojl.
GOVERNOR

WARD AND WRIGHT DEFEAT
EARL OF LEVEN AND MELALEXANDER AND HACKETT
VILLE DIED TODAY
Newport, Aug. 22. Holcombe Ward
London, Aug. 22. The Earl of Le
and Beais C. Wright in the national ven and Alelvlile. lord hlirh rmnmU

tennis championship

for doubles today defeated F. B. Alexander nd H.
H. Hackett,
retaining
their title.
3--

DEATHS

UY

Twelve Are Dead and Twenty
Are Prostrated From the
Excessive Heat!
FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE

ALSO

OPPONENTS

Whole Country Looks On With Interest At This Contest of News-

paper Giants.

NATIONAL EDUCATION

BODY

Is Dead At Chicago. Well Remembered and Greatly Lamented
In Country at Large.

Ken-drlc-

arrest.

p--

CHE

ESTELL

Governor Has Not As Yet Given San Francisco's Demand For La
Order For Arrest of
bor Will Cause an Earlier Start
Suspect.
of the Colonist Rates.
San Francisco, Aug. 22. J. V.
second vice president In charge
of operations on the Santa Pa rail'
road, who is now here, says the San
ta Fe'a new overland route between
San Francisco and Chicago and Los
Angeles will be opened for traffic in
November. The new route is being
made by means of the Belen cut-ofwhere work being done will cost 111,
000,000. It is expected that the new
low grade line will enable a saving at
least one day In the time of fast
freight trains. Saving several hours
In passenger train time will also be
effected.

HOWElTaND

IS

HEAT CURSED

OF THE SOOTH

REPORT

Chicago, Aug. 22. A private
patch received here from El Paso at
midnight reports positively the arrest
of Paul O. Stensland, the fu&t.ve
president of the wrecked Milwa.i'ee
Avenue State bank at Aguas callentes, Mexico. The Chicago police
claim to have no information of the

CHICAGO

EMPIRE STATE

At Aguas Callentes. Mex.. But Cost Will Have Been 11.000
000 and Much Saving
As Dispatch Comes From
of Time
El Paso

POTIHHE

IN

FOR

BE PRISONER

IS

P

NUMBER 203

sloner of the general assembly of the
unurcn or Scotland, and keeper of
tne privy seal, died today. He wa
born In 1835.

6--

POLITICS BOILING IN ALL
PARTS 0 F OUR GREAT COUNTRY

Chicago, Aug. 22. Seven people
Savannah, Oa., Aug. 22. The demdead
twenty
as a reocratic primaries are held In this state sult ofandthe Intenseprostrated
humidity, la the
today, and with them ends one of the record for twenty-fou- r
hours, ending
most bitter and exciting political cam- at 2 a. m. today.
paigns this state has ever known.
Number Is Growing.
Not since the war has there been a
Five more names were added to torace for' the office of governor in day's death roll, caused by heat. From,
which bo much bitterness has been midnight till sunrise the temperature
displayed, and so much personal abuse remained stationery at 75 degrees. At
thermometer
There are not 10 o'clock, the official
has been practiced.
less than five candidates:
Hoke registered 88 degrees.
Smith, former secretary of the Inter
ior in the cabinet of Grover Cleve- FORMER PRESIDENT OF
EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
land; Clark Howell, former speaker
Chicago, Aug. 22. Albert Lane, one
of the uouse and former president of
the senate of Georgia and now a na- of the most widely known educators In
tional democratic committeeman and the west, died at his home here forfav.
editor of the Atlanta Constitution; followlng an attack of nervous pros- Col. J. H. Estill, editor and owner of irauon, agea oa years, ne was at one
the Savannah Morning News; Judge time president of the National EduRichard B. Russell, formerly of the cational association.
superior court, and Col. James H.
Smith of Oglethorpe county, in north- SURVIVING VETERANS
ern Georgia, about the only millionHAVE A REUNION
aire farmer In the state. Hoke Smith
Middletown, N. Y., Aug. 22. The
Atwas formerly the owner of the
surviving members of the gallant
lanta Journal, and that paper helped Tenth Legion Veteran association
him in his campaign. It is believed met this morning at Linden hall for
that the Journal was largely Instru their twentieth annual reunion. The
mental In getting Hoke Smith to en Tenth Legion was composed of tne
ter the race because of Its rivalry 6btn New York Volunteer infantry,
with the Atlanta Constitution.
companies C and D, First Mounted
There has always been a great deal Rifles, and Regan's and Fitche's batof pcrspnal animosity between Hoke teries. The present officers are James
Smith and the Howells, and for thir- Peattle of Matteawan, president;
teen months Smith and Clark Howell Lieutenant Morris Downey, of
have fought a bitter and vicious fight
vice president; Judge Joel C.
against each other, lol. Estill did not Flsk of Liberty, treasurer; Captain
enter the race until about seven William H. D. Blake of New Pal),
months ago. His organ is the Morn secretary; Frank Hotchkiss of King---sto- n,
ing News, which, he owns. Col. Smith
assistant secretary; the Rev.
recently started a paper of his own Jesse F. Shafer of Newburgb, chappeople.
present
platform
to
to the
ins
lain; A. B. Wheeler of Middletown,
AT A SPECIAL MEETING BRYAN WAS UNANIMOUSLY
ENDORSED BY TAMMANY HALL.
There have been only four joint de color bearer, and Dr. J. H. Thompson
bates during the campaign and it is of Goshen, surgeon.
not believed that their influence will
be felt by any one of the candidates OHIO BANKERS MEET WITH
ARMY OFFICER CAN ACT CHOLERA HAS APPEARED SHOCKS HAVE CONTIN Hoke
LARGE ATTENDANCE
Smith has openly charged that
Toledo, O., Aug. 22. The annual
the other candidates have combined
to defeat him. He declares that their convention of the Ohio Bankers' assocandidacy was merely a trick of the ciation opened today at the Hotel VicIN CIVIL AFFAIRS
IN BERLIN AND EARTH-QOAKETUED AT VALPARAISO
state machine to bring about his de- tory,
and will last two
feat, by preventing him from getting days. The attendance la larger than
s
majority In the state ever neiore and an especially Intera
esting program has been prepared for
convention.
AT
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. The
Hoke Smith has the most radical me entertainment or the visiting;
war department is going after a young
platform of any of the candidates. bankers, many of whom are accom
woman who acts as notary public in
He stands for a law to keep the ne- panied by their wives and families.
Cohoes, N Y. Recently the army of- Spread of
groes from voting. He wants to take The business Droeram inol
Cholera
Not
Is
Our
to
Minister
Will
Colombia
ficer who Is on duty at Albany as rethem out of Georgia politics by the reading of a number of valuable
cruiting officer wa ordered to the
Feared-Conditi- ons
North Carolina, the Mississippi or papers Dy prominent bankers and
In
Hold
Conference
former town to take a deposition of
the South Carolina plan. He worked financial experts from Ohio and other
a witness in the case of an alleged
this plank for all It was worth, es- states. The rest of th tlma wilt ha
Are
Not
Russia
With
deserter on trial at Fort Jay. Under
pecially In the country districts, while devoted to recreation.
the regulations the officer could have
for the cities he had another plank,
administered the oath himself and
KENNEL CLUB OPENS ITS
defending equitable railroad rates.
SECRETARY ROOT ON
saved the government all expenses. GETTING BETTER IN
BENCH SHOW TODAY
During the entire campaign Hoke
He did not remember this, apparently.
Asbury Park, N. J., Aug. 22. The
ANY POSSIBLE WAY
Smith
has
warm
hfrf
support
of
the
PANAMA
AFFAIRS Thomas
At any rate, he fell into the error of
E. Watson, former populist first annual bench show of th Ah.
most officers on similar duty, and becandidate for president of the United bury Park Kennel club opens today at
lieved it would be necessary to emme neacn Auuitorium.
Berlin, Aug. 22. A child died here
l tie number
London, Aug. 22. A cable dispatch States. There are at least 20,000
ploy a notary public. The incident today apparently
of cholera.
in Georgia who worship Watson of entries Is quite large and includes
The filed last night by the agent at Valpawould have been of little importance, authorities say that an outbreak of
or tne finest dogs owned in this
raiso of Heath & Co. says that slight and will undoubtedly follow his lead. some
because the legal rate of payment for "cholera is improbable.
They will cast their votes for Smith and some of the neighboring states.
shocks
continue
and
large
that
further
a notary In New York Is only 12 cents.
A sharp earthquake shocks was felt
If they can manage to get their votes Besides the regular list of prizes there
In the case of the young woman at today at aborze, near Kattowltz, Up- fires have occurred there.
are a number of special cups which
in the ballot boxes.
Cohoeg, however,
the charge was per Silesia. The walls of a number
Judge Kussell has been running as have been donated by wealthy resiFORMER MINISTER IS
$2.50, aid It Is to this excessive rate of houses were cracked.
the poor man's candidate. He has a dents of this city. The show will close
DECLARED A TRAITOR big family
that the wir department la disposed
and is so proud of It that be tomorrow evening.
Bogota. Columbia, Aug.
to take formal exception. Correspond- POLICE ARE POWERLESS
22. John seldom neglectes to speak of it durence will be entered Into with the
TO STOP MURDER Barrett, United States minister to Co ing his campaign speeches.
He has TENNESSEE REPUBLICAN
Cohoeg notary, with a view of adjust8 TATE CONVENTION
has
Guayaquil
lumbia
left
for
for
ten
con'
girls
or
one
twelve
and
was
born
St. Petersburg, Aug. 2. In spite of
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 22. The reing the charges to something nearer
ference with Secretary Root on the during the neat of the campaign. In
wholesale
deportations
and
of
arrests
what Is understood to be the legal
proposed treaty with. United States one of his speeches he said that it publican state convention of Tennthe big centers dally concerning
rate of the state. In the meantime, revolutionists
Panama. President Reyes would be one of the proudest mo- essee was called to order at the state
chronicle
robbery
murder
and
not
is
capitol at 11 o'clock this forenoon,
another effort will be made by the apreciable diminishing. The police promises prompt and decorous sup ments of his life, to
parade his
with a full representation by delemilitary authorities to get army of- seem
plement to the Panama difficulties
children up Peachtree gates
powerless
utterly
to
capture
the
of every county in the state.
ficers to realize that they have the perpetrators
The cabinet nas unanimously declared street to the governor's mansion.
of
crimes.
right, under certain conditions, to adSenor Mendoaa, former minister to
Col. Estill made his second race for The convention was called for the
minister oaths. They represent the
the United States a traitor for reveal' governor. He ran four years ago and purpose of nominating a full state
court martial on certain occasions, COUNT AND COLONEL KILLED
lug diplomatic secrets.
was second In a field of three. His ticket.
AND
PEOPLE
KILLED
such as that when the recruiting ofplatform is short. He stands for the
Warsaw, Aug. 22. An unknown SOUTHERN FARMERS
ficer went to Cohoes to see the witconstitution
of the state and the enness, and at such times they may man shot and slight! y wounded Count
HAVE A POW-WOforcement of the laws. It is not betake depositions without employing a Fermor, colonel of gendarmes, today.
Bessemer, Ala., Aug. 22. Several lieved that he has much show at the
The patrol of soldiers replied with a thousand
regular notary.
members of the Farmers' primaries. However, he may come in
PURCHASED PROPERTY
volley, killing two passersby.
Union of Alabama are here at present as a "dark horse" in the convention,
Line of Sorrow to Siberia.
to attend the annual convention of the which will be held in September. In
PROGRESS OF REBELLION i Oue hundred and fifty political pris- organization,
which opened here this case none of the candidates Bhould
oners exiled by administrative order, morning. The members and delegates secure sufficient delegates to control AT 114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
FROM WILLIAM
of the total number, a
.started for Siberia today.
were welcomed by Mayor J. J. Sulli
$18,000.
may
horse"
upon
sprung
"dark
be
van
ami
the
P
President
O.
IN CUBA REPUBLIC
THE JONES FAMILY
Al
Pyle of Texas made the response. In convention and win the prize.
At 3:13 o'clock this afternoon. In the
CELEBRATE TODAY the afternoon an executive session though Hoke Smith's managers are
Muncie, Ind., Auk. 22. One of the will be held and a general session In hopeful, it la by no means considered offlce of Attorney O. N. Marron, a deal
Havana, Aug, 22. Guerreas' insur- largest family reunions ever held in the eveuing, when several important certain that he will secure the neces- was consummated whereby Messrs.
gents today captured the city of San the west is that of the Jones family, papers will be read. The convention sary number of delegates to control Warren and Ike Graham, proprietors
the convention. The democratic state of the Graham Brothers' club rooms,
Luis, province of Pina del Rio Severe. which is being held on the fair will lust three days.
convention will meet in Macon on acquired the Harper property at 114
A tight occurred
and several men grounds in this city. Several thous-- :
September 4.
West Railroad avenue, formerly ownwere killed or wounded on both and of the large family of Jones are WISCONSIN LEAGUE OF
ed by William Harper and now occuMUNICIPALITIES MEETS
in attendance anil are enjoying themsides.
STATE
CONVENTION
pied by the Vanow Pawnbroklng comselves to their heart's content. An
Ashland, Wis., Aug. 23. The an
OF VIRGINIA FIREMEN pany.
Interesting program has been pre-- i nual convention of the Wisconsin
What Palma Says.
The deal was negotiated, on the
Richmond, Va., Aug. 22 Today is
President Palma In an Interview to- pared for the entertainment of the League of Municipalities will meet
part of the Graham brothers, by P. F.
day taiii regarding the revolutionary members. Oliver Jones, the president here this afternoon, with Peter B. the first of the three days of the anstate convention of the Virginia McCanna, while Attorney Marron repmovement: "Our situation at first was of the family organization. Is among .N'elsoln of Itaciue in the chair. The nual
Firemen's association.
The resented Mr. Harper. The consideraKvery state In the attendance promises to be large and State
one of unpreparedness, as is usual in those present.
was called to order in the tion was $16,000.
such cases, but there is positively no Union aud nearly every province in the program will be unusually Inter- convention
Warren Graham stated that at presCanada is represented .in the re- esting. Prof. B. O. Smith of Beloit convention hall of .Murphy's hotel at
cause for alarm."
college, and other prominent scientists noon today, and the delegates were ent they had no views concerning the
union.
will read Interesting papers on munic- welcomed by the governor and Mayor use they would make of the property
INDIANA STATE FEDERATION
MERCHANTS OF SOUTHWEST
ipal water supply, etc. The conven- McCarthy. Later In the afternoon that he cared to make public, but it
OF LABOR IN SESSION
ENTERTAINED AT DALLAS tion will last three days and will be three battalions of the Richmond Fire is thought that the brothers will later
Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 22. The anDallas. Tex., Auk. 22. Several hun-- i mainly devoted to the discussion of Department will be Inspected. In the move their club rooms Into the buildnual state convention of the Indiana ilred merchants from all parts of the various
evening there will be another short ing after It has been thoroughly remunicipal problems.
State Federation of Labor opened here southwest are today the guests of the
business session, followed by a band modeled and renovated.
today for a three days' session. Every Dallas Trade Leaaue. The Casino at
Chicago Livestock.
concert at Gamble Hill l'ark. ToThis Is one of the largest cash busiUical in the state, uttilia'ed with the Lake Cliff has been engaged for a
Chicago, Aug. 22. Cattle receipts morrow there will be a parade, of the ness property transaction to
take place
by dele- brilliant enteitaiunieiit, which Is to be 19.UIIU; market, steady to slow. Bee- visiting firemen, in the morning, an
federation, Is represented
here in some time. Only recently the
gates. A number of important mat 'given this evening in honor of the' ves, $:i.t5(!j tj.fia; cows and heifers, outing In the afternoon and
the clos- Messrs. Graham purchased
propters will come up before the conven guests. Besides the performance of ll.S'ifi 2:
blockers and feeders, ing session of the convention In the erty on the northwest cornertheof Hall-roa- d
tion, and it is believed that the feder lii?ht opera by the American Opera $2.5dffj 4.40;
Texans,
$3.60 (?t 4.60; evening. The exhibitions and contests
avenue and Fourth street, and
ation intends to take an active part la company there will be other features western, $:.; 5.40; calves, $j.70ty will take place on Friday. Valuable
they have now secured another piece
the coming campaign In tUis s'ate.
7.70.
of entertainment.
prizes will be awarded.
of valuable Railroad avenue property.
.

Moun-talnda-

OO

Put-In-Ba- y,

two-third-

pop-ulLs- ts

Ohio Democrats in Columbus Vote Con
fidence In Bryan--Hi- s
Ovation
Will Be Magnificent.
Columbus, O., Aug. 22. When the reception committee of 100 that Wni.
Ohio democratic convention reassem- - J. Bryan would visit Jersey City Sat-ble- d
today It was with the knowledge urdav. SU.nif.mhwr i Ua win review
that the fight on the county option the democratic clubs of Jersey City,
... iuc iciuperuuce legmiauou. as u uoiiOKen Hflvnniw and
Htiriann
part of the decision of principles, was county municipalities. Itnthcr
is expected
assured. A protracted nlcht session that 10,000 democrats will be in line.
of the committee on nlatfortu had
been insufficient to bring the different DOUGLAS WILL BE NEXT
upiuiiiiio lusiutr una me issues were
CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR
clearly joined.
Boston, Aug. 22. Henry M. Whit- The proposition of W. Findley for
w
' receuuy announced nis can
local ontion bir ronnili.- - .h
law providing ouly for township anddidary for the demufr8tlc nomination
residence district vote on local ODtlon. for governor, when Informed last night
came before the convention as an of the report that former Governor
amendment of the report of the plat- Douglas had consented to again become a candidate for the office, proform committee.
The platform endorsed Bryan for vided there was no contest, said that
the presidency in li08 in the follow- If the party could agree upon Douglas
he would gladly withdraw from the
ing language:
"It is with a feeling of pride that contest.
the half million democrats of Ohio
i.ote the preparations being made to REPUBLICANS MEET
IN NEBRASKA BATTLE
receive the most distinguished private
citizen of America upon his return
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 22. The refrom a tour of foreign lands. His in- publican state
convention of Netellectual endowmei.ts, his purity of braska will meet here at 2 o'clock this
morals, his high ideals, have arrested afternoon, for the purpose of nominattention and compel admiration of ating candidates for the folowing oftile people of all climes. He returns fices: United Staue senator,' governor,
t' the fnited States splendidly equip- state treasurer, auditor, secretary of
ped to grapple with the great problems state, attorney general, commissioner
or' state.
The Ohio democracy renews of public lands and buildings, superits allegiance to his brilliant and intendent of public instruction
and
matchless leadership. No oflier name three railway commissioners. The to
appeals to us for presidential prefer tal number of delegates will be 857.
With every Indication of the most
ence.
On roll call the substitute for the, exciting republican
convent inn ever
l
option plank was lost and the; held in Nebraska, the supiorters of
Norris Brown, the state's attorney
majority report was then adopted.
S. A.'lloskins, Auslaise county, was general, who Is a candidate for the
nominated for secretary of state, and nomination for United States senator,
Cl.arlea W. Haupert for state school declared that he would have more than
.enough votes to nominate him on the
commissioner.
first ballot this afternoon. The sup- TEN THOUSAND DEMOCRATS
porters of Edward Rosewater declared
ARE EXPECTED IN LINE that llrown would fall far short of the
Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 22. Robert required number on the first ballot
Davis, democratic leader of Hudson and that Rosewater would
be the
county, announced last night to the nominee.
i
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'
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HARPER-CONSIDERA-

TION,

le,

t

PAGU

calmdar month In which ald
censes are Issued.
.
Sec. 6. That any person or por-rsfirm or corporation running, opnitlnn f.i conducting n Skating KinK, enny Amusement Parlor, Penny at.
similar pimo
le. or other
nuisenient, without nrst naving oo- ine.l a license tlif'Vt, a.1
shall, upon .ot.vctK'n ;o.e- c,'c(l
),o anoii in a stun not log man
Ten Dollars nor more than Fifty IX1rs or hy Imprisonment for a period
not less, than Ten days or more
Irty days, or by loth such fine and
mprisonmettf, in the desctruon 01
hn court : tirovided. however, that
each day's deration of such Skating nk. Fenny Amusement rarior, rcnArcade or other similar place 01
mtisement shall constitute a separ- e offense.
Sec 7. That all Ordinances ana
parts of Ordinances In conflict here- ith are hereby repealed.
Duly passed, this 2uth day of Aug- st, 1906.
KKA.nk .Mcn.cc,
Approved:
Mayor.
(Seal) Attest:
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

DO YOU WANT

Highland

name:

Pharmacy

TflE

and addre:ss

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

Citizen Want Ads. FtxrnisH you
with names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to You' Prosperity"
IF

YOU WANT help of any kind, or

tm

ALLOWED

INTEREST

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

employment of any kind, 'phons
Sally by Carrier, 60c per month
call or write Abraham's Employment office, 120 West Silver aveTwm trmmn Cmm will b. dalirarw! In th
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
at at tka kw nto at 0 canta pr waak. ar for
EXCEEDS
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
aala aar ! ir. IA, vm pam irxniijur.
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
UrtrtlitDg Iitei Midi Known on Application
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
CEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
apprentice
t
lady
as
a
hr nottfrtna
WUNTED Young
m IIihi willmm aanfar
$200. Loans are quickly made and
papw.
awy
tn
ApOt Ot vH
"
department.
in our millinery
Time: One month
hould ba tddrmnt to
9 and 12 a. tn. at The strictly private.
between
ply
Al arttara n rvnittaix-to one year given. Goods remain in
brafta,
Tmm Gmaam Publikhino Cohfawy.
Economist.
. your
aaatoffiea and nprM monr ordT
i hi
possession. Our rates are reasonmmmmt ha ami I payable
Is tb. ardar af iba sneclal Correspondence.
WANTED A good woman cook to able. Call and see ua before borrowiasi
Kansas City, Mo., Aug.
cook only one meal a day. Good ing.
cook.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
wages. Must be first-claeek's cattle trade was healthy, the
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Colorado IS general market a shade nigner, aiAatomafle 183
German or Swede preferred.
Steamship tickets to and from all
205 East Railroad Ave.
middle-aged
houeh medium to common grass Kill
parts of the world.
steady
WANTED A
cents
ing steers sold 10 cents to
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
woman to do cooking and general
The
week.
of
the
by
s'
the
end
ORDINANCES
lower
CITY
315 West Railroad Ave.
housework. Apply or addres
an nnt v wan fiO.OoO head, an increase
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Jersey Dairy, Albuquerque.
over the previous week, but still con SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST WANTED
Open Evenings.
Gentlemen's second-han- d
iderably below the normal lor au- clothing. No. 515 South First street,
neac,
ORDINANCE NO. 350.
run
is
ld.uuu
mist
lodav'a
south of tiaduct. Senu address end PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
An Ordinance licensing electricians ooo more than on last Monday, ana Full Set of Teeth
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
mi reniilrinz a bond from all li the supply from now on Is likely to Gold Crowns
$8
middle-ageman, who
WAITED A
i,o r.f hp usual fall DioDonions.ino Gold Filling
$130 up
censed electrical contractors.
LAWYERS.
the work, to lake
understands
60c
trndp la keyed un to handle big re Painless Extracting
a
grounds
at
and
charge
of
lawn
of
Viy
Council
steady
City
is
today's
the
market
Be It ordained
celpts, and
Ira M. Bond.
sanltorlum. Good wages and board
the City of Albuquerque, Jew Mex to strong, with some discrimination ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32 F street
preferred.
German
party.
to
right
killing
steers.
ANTEED.
lea:
airainst inferior trrass
Washington, D. C Pensions,
Call at The Citizen office for partic- N. W., patents,
Section 1. That every person, firm Cows and heifers are selling good.
copyrights, caveats,
lands,
may
ulars.
who
J.7&(0'
engaged
or
In.
rr iomoration engaged In
fair to choice grass cows at
patents, trade marks, claims.
letter
business
the
75. Kansas grazed Texas steera irom
tiereifter be
FOR RENT.
R. W. D. Bryan.
f suoDlvInz. installing, erecting and 50 to 1080 pounds sell at J3.604.20.
Furnished room In- RENT
FOR
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
elec
machinery,
nttinr nn electrical
Western cattle from beyond Kansas
street.
quire 220 South Edith
que, N. M. Office, First National
re Rcarce. but considerable numbers
trical appliances and electrical inwires
rOU itli.Ni Nicely furnished rooms, Bank building.
the from New Mexico and the Panhandle
of every kind, and description, get
with bath. 511 South Third street.
B. F. COPP.
an nve been here lately. Including to
to
E. W. Dobsort.
iv hn i,e reauiredCity,
in day. Colorado
12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING,
and
RENT oil SALE The new 3- FOR
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, CromROOM
said
tnai
feeders
from
license
annual
st.
814
Arno
South
room house at
ell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
had to be dipped here, sold at d.do,
conformity with the rules reguhitions
Payment $12 per month. Address
governing the tssu-- f but it was not a test of the market.
294
Flagstaff
&
Co.,
Campbell
and specifications Provided,
DENTISTS.
or.ee.
Highlands, Citizen
this does ranhandle stocktrs sold at $3.20 and ambs, 63 pounds, $7.00.
lirpnsfs.
elec
or
to
cows
mechanic
rooms
lately.
any
Southwestern
furnished
13.40
RENT
Three
to
FOR
apply
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
not
W. Terpenlng, Corona, N. M.
at 304G. wethers,
for light housekeeping. 418 North
Dental Surgeon.
96 pounds, $4.5; 58S
trician employed by any licensed con day sold at $2.50 to $3.00, a lew
'
$3.15, veals $4.25 to $6.00 for mixed wethers, 96 pounds, $4.70.
Second street.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
tractor.
o. 9 That the sum of Twentyli- nd light weights, heavy ones arounq C. A. Clark. Flagstaff, Ariz. 028 FOR RENT Pleasant rooms In mod- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
each
3.75: bulls $1.90 to $2.35, a lew can- lambs, 67 pounds, $7.20.
ern house. Private board. No. 124 Both "phones. Appointments made by
five Dollars shall be paid for
1.7bW2.30. une
at
by this ordinance, an- - ners nc uded
mall.
923
South Edith Btreet.
Utah
cense required
Colton,
Shipman,
C.
R.
ii.. i t .1 vonco
stoeker and feeder market advanced wethers, 104 pounds, $4.95; 285 feed FOR RENT Elegant furnished room;
Edmund J. Alger. D. D. 8.
nu2"y
licensed electrician 10 cents to 15 cents the first half of ers,
Office
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
81 pounds, $5.00.
in, respectable; no invalids;
close
give
to
required
and
quiet
last week, closed the week
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:-- i) p. m.; 1:30
or contractor shall be
R. L. Sargent, Prowers. Colo. 184
No. 410 South Arno street.
cheap.
are
"
s steady today. Country buyers
m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
bond in the sum of one
by plentiful, but aro discriminating as to lambs, 63 pounds, $7.10; 138 yearlings, FOTOt ENTATllxroom house; bath
Said bond shall be signedown-erp67 pounds, $6.00; 210 ewes, 90 pounds,
lars
con- pointments made by mall.
modern
light
other
and
electric
sureties,
two" good and sufficient
uality at present range oi prices,
DR. B. M. WILLIAMS,
veniences. 624 West TIjeras ave
real estate in Choice feeders. 1100 to 1200 pounds, $4.68.
& V., Marysvale, Utah 1524
Staats
nue.
ap
be
good
to
bring $4.404.75; medium to
Dentist.
the City. of ,.Albuquerque,
feeders, 83 pounds, $4.80.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
Mavor and City Coun feeders $3.50 4.25, stock steers $2.bU
Office on Railroad avenue, over ManAug. 15.
Wednesday,
everything
the
city;
and
In
fixtures
-.i
h..ii he conditioned that
l.i
4.25, embracing all grades.
dell's.
'Phone. Auto 203.
J. L. McKlnney, Lehl, Utah 501
ready for business. Apply to ConKlllir.g sheep and lambs wavered
Principal of said bond will faithfully
109 pounds, $5.10.
wethers,
PHYSICIANS.
Liquor
Co.
oi
solidated
City
K.orvo nil ordinances of the
little last week but closed steady for
NT
Thursday, Aug. 16.
.
FOR-RE.,q ncrtstlntnc to the SUPUly' the week, market on them strong and
housekeeping
Furnished
it
129
DR. R. L. HUST.
Kid well & K., Billings, Mont.
rooms, 2, 3, or 4 rooms; quite
log, iisullation and putting up ot active today. The feature of the mar- breeding ewes, 80 pounds, $6.00.
N. T. Armilo Bldg.
Office.
electrical ket is the extraordinary demand from
916 South
TYinchlnerv.
convenient.
Tuberculosis
treated with Highapparatus, the country for supplies. Prices on
Broadway.
electrical
Frequency Electrical
Current and
.nIinM
IN
IT
TIME.
every
TAKE
U
of
wirea
country grades are at the top notch
FOR RENT Furuiohed front room; Germicide. Treatments given each
all and seem exorbitant in Borne cases
and
iescrlotion.
onH
outside entrance; also furnished day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
Albuquerque People
speciflca especially on breeding ewes. Mon Just as Scores ofHave.
reeu'latlons
and
shaded tent, with or without board. nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
o.oi.iichpii ' under the author tana breeding ewes sold at $6.00 last
506 South Arno street.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
Waiting doesn't pay.
Itv of such ordinances; that they will week, four doubles of Idaho yearling
RENT Newly furnished rooms Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose
FOR
City
the
aching
harmless
back,
save
today
neglect
you
pounds,
75
ewes and wethers,
the
If
Indemnify and
and Throat.
at the Minneapolis house, with or
Urinary troubles, diabetes, surely
at $3.50, feeding lambs worth $5.75 to
of Albuquerque trom aa
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
without housekeeping, $1 per week
negll
any
by
caused
spring
follow.
$6.50.
A string
of Arizona
and damages
West Rail
coast lines. Office, 313
and u p. Albuquerque, N. M.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve back FOR RENT Houses, 3 to 5 rooms; road avenue.
irpnrn nn tbe nart of their workmen lambs sold at $7.60 today, 69 pounds
work
unskilled
or
or nv tinfaithful
as high as this class of lambs has ache.
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to
modern; also rooms for bouse
Cure every kidney ill.
dona hv themselves or by their em- sold in the last six weeks. Killing
m.
McMillion, real es
H.
keeping.
W.
them.
endorse
the
be
for
Albuquerque
citizens
ewes brine $4.75 to $5.00. wethers
nloves: the bond shall
211 West Gold avenue.
tate
broker,
UNDERTAKER.
717
residence
Butler,
or
whose
M.
injured
J.
Mrs.
$4.905.25, feeding wethers around
benefit of any person
"When I went to FOR RENT Cottages and cottage Auto, 'phone 316.
riroDertv may be injured, by reason $4.80. Receipts are small for August East street, says:
Colo., Red 115
flats, one to five rooms. Very nlce- a drug store for Doan's Kidney PlllB
of any neglect to properly observe 22,000 last week, 6,600 head today.
A. BORDERS.
was
suit
pianos,
furnished,
to
etc..
Iv
I
an
had
attack oi bacnacne. it
the ordlnaces of said City,, or rules
Club Building. Black
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East Commercial Wrhite
only one of many which had annoyed
regulations or specifications estabSTOCK SALES
Hearse, $5.
and
years.
avenue,
Coal
viaduct.
me
end
of
east
or
At nrsi
for two
three
lished under such ordinances, said
they
1
expected
ARCHITECTS.
mild,
they
and
were
bond shall be renewed at the demand
FOR SALE.
Kansas City. Mo.. Aug. 17. Some would leave Just as mysteriously as
of the Cltv Council.
Elegant Knabe piano In
SALE
FOR
thi
here
of
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walllng- cattle
southwestern
sales
ycame,
of
passing
the
but with the
,
Sec. 4. That no mechanic, working week:
512 South ford. Rooms
perfect
Apply
Barnett building,
condition.
frequent
more
were
time the attacks
for a licensed electrician or contrac
Broadway
Albuquerque, N. iM. Both 'phones.
A. Morris, Texlco. X. M. 75 and of longer duration.
E.
I
three
used
tor, and no licensed electrician
153 pounds, $5.35; 176 calves boxes of Doan's Kidney Pins, ana FOR SALE- - A
rooming house,
CIVIL ENGINEER.
contractor himself, found guilty of vio calves,
200 pounds, $4.75; 151 calves, 245 was rewarded with an entire cessa
cheap. Over Farr's market. South
lating the ordinances, rules and spec pounds, $3.80.
and
it
aching.
Up
to
street.
date,
Second
J. R. Farwell.
tion of the
flcations governing the supplying
M. Bell. Pampa, Texas
Id cows Is considerably over six months since FOR SALE Second hand buggy and
Room 23, N. T. Armljo building.
stalling and putting up of electrical 900J. pounds.
42
$2.65;
calves, 236 I stopped the treatment, there has not
harness; also saddle. W. H. Mc- machinery, electrical appliances, elec- pounds. $4.00.
NOTARY PUBLIC,
any recurrence."
a
been
slen
of
Mi!l!c:i. 211 West Gold avenue.
apparatus,
wires
or
electrical
trical
C3
97b
steers,
bo
Texas
Owner.
bv
dealers.
For
sale
all
Price
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
In
150 heaa of horses
OR SA.
or who. in the opinion of the Building, pounds. $3.40.
cents. FosterMllburn Co., Buffalo, N
Office wltia W. B. Childers, 117 West
Apply or address
Plumbing and Electrical Inspector,
K?od condition.
20
agents
Texas
States.
Y.,
United
Mclean,
8.
J.
sole
for the
T. A. Ourule. room 17, First Na Gold avenue.
unfaithful or unskilled in his work cows, 786Stevens.
pounds, $2.75; 13 calves, 21
Remember the name Do an s ana
tional Bank building, Albuquerque.
shall be permitted to do any work twunds. $4.50.
VETERINARIAN.
as an electrician, and the Electrical
FOR SALE Bicycle and general re
Raton,
N. M. 13
Humphrey,
C.
J.
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
aprovaJ
of
Inspector, subject to the
pair shop with fine set of tools;
NOTICE.
bulls, 1343 pounds, $2.15 2 bulls, 1250
Office, 424 North Second street
the City Council, will refuse to ac- - pounds, $1.75.
good paying business.
Notice Is hereby given that the un
Porterfleld
Phortes Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
cept any work done by such mechan
dersigned has been apolnted executor
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
Pyle & H., Clarendon, TexasResidence 'phone. Auto., 747.
or such licensed electrician or con calves.
Wal
testament
of
of
win
last
and
the
calves,
28
pounds.
$4.75;
157
FOR SALE The furniture of a fivetractor.
lace Douglas, deceased, by the proRODERICK STOVER, E. E.
246 pounds. $3.50.
room House with piano. Will sell
county
Bernalillo
Sec. 5. Every person, firm or cor
of
court
bate
of
the
& H., Clarendon, Texas 24
house
piano
cost.
Lewis
what
The
all
for
poration who shall violate the provls cows, 945 pounds, $2.90; 67 cows, 830 and territory of New Mexico. All
and Mechanical Engineer,
for rent. Close in. Porterfleld Co. Electrical
persons having claims against the
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co,
ions of this ordinance, or shall fail
20 calves, 173 pounds
110 Gold avenue.
pounds,
$2.50;
comply with the provisions thereof, $5.00.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty,
said estate are hereby notified to file
in-tprobate court of the FOR SALE- -- Soda Fountain. T. J 906 West Railroad avenue. Auto
shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
30 the same
O. Wiatson.
Texas
Claude,
J.
Topham.
matic 'phone, 179.
in a sum not Uss than Ten Dollars, heifers, 711 pounds, $3.10; 26 cow county of Bernalillo, New Mexico, or
A handsome Hard man
nor more than Fifty Dollars.
with the undersigned executor within FOR SALE
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
831 pounds, $2.80; 1 bull, i340 pound
piano, in fine condition and almost
one year from the date hereof.
Duly passed, this 20th day of Au
$2.25.
particu
bargain.
new,
a
For
at
BALDRIDGE.
C.
J.
ust, 1906.
H. R. WHITING,
N. W.McCustion, Miami, Texas 15 Executor of
lars, call at this office.
Approved:
FRANK McKEE,
the Last Will and Testa
No. 119 South Second Street, First
cows, 902 pounds. $3.00; 29 heifers,
ment ot Wallace Douglas, Deceased FOR SALE
Mayor, 710
(Seal) Attest:
My general store. Rare
National Bank building.
pounds, $2.90; 9 cows, 350 pound
Dated August 13, 1906.
HARRY F. LEE, City Clerk.
Albuquerque, N. M.
chance for some one to secure an
$2.50; 22 calves, 158 pounds, $6.25.
O
;
Address, P.
Examiner and abstracter of land
established business.
Some sales of sheep and lambs:
Summer Diarrhoea in Children
M Pucblltog, N. M.
titles, including those of Spanish and
ORDINANCE NO. 356.
Monday, Aug. 13.
During the hot weatu r of the sum FOR SALE A well established gen Mexican origin.
542 sheep mer montus
& F., Verdi, Utah
Jensen
the first unnatural looseAn Ordinance fixing the amount
era! merchandise store, doing good
and yearlings, 94 pounds, $1.85; 244 ness of a child's bowels should have
TEACHER OF PIANO.
license for Skating Rinks, Pen
business, In good country town
77 pounds, $4.80.
feeders,
attention,
check
so
as
immediate
to
Penny
Amusement Parlors.
Arcades
store
good reasons for selling;
G. W. Terpenlng, Corona, N. M.
Miss Fay C. Leonard, studio 707
the disease before it becomes serious.
or other similar places of amuse 1109 wethers, 95 pounds, $4.65.
bulldln? and dwelling for rent or North First street. Primary pupils a
All that Is necessary is a few doses
ment, and fixing date of license
sale. P. i). box 218.
specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties inC. A. Clark, Flasstaff, Ariz. 571 cf Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
payable quarterly,
and providl
lambs, 67 pounds, $7.20.
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose FOR SALE The Minneapolis House, terested write or call.
penalties for violating this ord
at a bargain. Must be sold. FortyAriz. 283 of castor oil to cleanse the system.
C. Campbell, Corder,
ance:
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
four rooms, all newly furnished
lambs, 64 imiuihIk, $7.00.
Rev. M. O. Stockland, pastor of the
painted and papered. The best pay
Tuesday, Aug. 14.
first M. E. churcu, tattle Falls, Minn.,
Be it ordained by the City Council
ecreens, 7 cents per foot.
Window
ing property in Albuquerque. Any
H. E. Perkins,
Dallis, Colo. 74i writes:
Ve have used Chamberlain's
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex
A home made door, with trimmings,
C,
offer acceptable. Call or address
lambs, 66 pounds, $7.35; 138 ewes, 114 Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
ico:
for $1.25.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House
for several years and find It a very
Section 1. It shall be unlawful for pounds, $5.00.
We are making window screens an
M.
Albuquerque, N.
F. V. Griffith, Wulsenburs, Colo.
valuable remedy, especially for sumany person or persons, firm or cor
mortised together, and as strong as
340 Mexican wethers, 55 pounds, $5.25; mer disorders in children." Sold by all FOR SALE One Buffalo
jxjration to run, operate, conduct
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
scale.
druggists.
that
or
nave lu charge any Skatinit Rink 353 ewes, 52 pounds, $5.10.
marble counter, 1 ice box. capacity screen door,
Penny Amusement Parlor. Pennv Ar- 1 ton. 1 Ice machine,
power will outlast any door shipped in here
- cade or other similar place of amusefrom the cast, together with trimpower boiler.
cngltio, 1
ment, within the City of Albuquerque,
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat mings, for $1.25.
we make the regular snop mane
New Mexico, without first having obchopper, 1 lione grinder, 1 sausage
tained a license therefor from the City
stuffor, racks and hooks, at Ton screea doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $150.
Clerk.
Michelbiirh's. Old Town.
Sec. 2. That tents for the purpose
(leneral
FUR
SAI.K
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
of running, operating or conduct inns
El
on
Paso
South
PLANING MILL CO.
business
and
the
Skating Rinks may be erected within
The real cause for Kczema is the presence of humors and sour acids in
o
western In eastern New Mexico
th eflre limits of the said City of
the blood. These impurities gut into the circulation because of imperfect
you
want results In advertising
If
Stock 115.000 to $20,000. Fine o
Now Mexico, provided the action of those members of the system whose duty it is to collect and carry
portunity for right rarty. Can ex try an Evening Citizen want ad.
-o
teut or tents are not nearer than ten off the refuse and waste of the body. As this effete matter lies in the
plain good reason for selling. I
other building.
fetSec.of any
system it ferments and generates acrid humors which are absorbed into the
callty healthiest In New Mexico. Ad
3. License for Skating Rink blood,
NOTICE TO SUM- overcharging this vital fluid with acid. In its effort to keep the sys
dress inquiries to this paper.
in a house or building shall be paid tern
MER WANDERERS.
blood throws off the humors through the pores and glands
healthy
the
quarterly in advance at the rate ot f the skin, causing this tormenting skin disease. The escape of acids and
Incontrovertible Fact.
$10.00 per calendar month. License
HavA Th Evening Citizen for-Swen Tulk-fsehas begun the im
for Skating Rink In tent shall be humors through the pores and glands irritate9 anil burns the skin, producing provemeiits on his house, and when
wanie.1 to your address when
fluid,
patches
which dries in crusts and
paid for quarterly In advance at the pustules filled with a clear, sticky
vou bo awav on your vacation.
workmen are done with It. it will
causing the most intense itching, and often pain. The trouble is in the blood, the
a Pftld UD 8llb-If von are no
rate o f$20.00 per cab ndar mouth.
vil
be
an
of
the
looks
addition
the
to
Sec. 4. License for Penny Amuse- and S. S. S. is the remedy for liczema, because it is a real blood purifier. It lage. l.enora
6criber, please let us know when
correspond
(Minn.)
vou order the paper lorwaraea,
ment Parlors, Penny Arcades, or other goes down into the circulation, removes all acids and humors and makes the ence.
and ala let ua know If you de--similar place of amusement thall be blood rich, pure and healthy. When S. S. S. has done this the symptoms
o
sire it stopped at your home adpaid quarterly In advance at the rate pass away, the blood is cooled and the disease cured permanently. Nothing
Give us your ROUGH DRY work
dress. Be careful to give post- of $6. 25 a quarter.
acts so promptly or pleasantly in all skin diseases as S. S. S.. and it is at Monday, and get Is back Wednesday
office, hotel or street address, in
Sec. 5. All licenses made payable the name time a fine tonic to the entire system. Book on Skin Diseases and Imperial Laundry Co.
f all cases.
quarterly, Issued In the Citv of Albu- medical advice free.
o
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA
Citizen Wast ads bring results.
querque, shall be dated the 1st day of
j-- .-y
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Capitol ana Surplus, $100,000

fit?

THE DRUG STORE
WHERE QUALITY

22, 1906.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

of the man who ihoiild be working for yoot
of the man h irouid gladly lend you tnoneyT
Of h? n.'n :vh3 wculd like to buy your horse?
of the man who would buy an interest In your business?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old blcyclo?
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
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"OLD RELIABLE."
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SHOWER BATH BENEFITS

C

j

are simply a "terra Incognita" to the
man who never trh d them. If we fit
up a bath-tufor you as It should be
equipped namely, with a shower attachment, the comfort, coolness an l
enjoyment you'll obtain these not
summer days and night will make you
our friends tor life. Ask us about
prices.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.
Iftii
b
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Standard Plumbing andlHeating Co.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
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Colo., Red 284.

BAIiDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo.is best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUlLDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

IMERESIG

EVENTS

IN

Events which have occurred In this
country in pant ages, on the first three
days of the present week:
August lePedro Arts establishes his seat
of government at Panama.
IS 12 American naval victory off the
coast of Massachusetts; British
ship Ouerrtere surrenders to
Captain Isaac Hull, of the frigate Constitution.
1814 British fleet In the Chesapeake
Bav beelns attack on Washing
ton: Oeneral Ross lands 6.000
British soldiers at Benedict

.

E2)MbiQ Ydmb' UyJomiev

t

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building

J

Commodore Stockton blockades
Mexican ports on the Pacinc.
r- t-

twenty
at Jamestown,n
Va.: the first African Iave8
the American colonies.
Pilgrims sail a second time in
the Mayflower and Speedwell;
unseaworthiness of the Speedwell compels them to return to
Plymouth.
William Penn reinstated In his
province, which had been annexed to New York.
Wayne defeats the
General
Miami Indians at the Maumee
Rapids, in Ohio.
Battles of Contreras and Churu-buBCnear Mexico City.
General George B. McClellan
assumes command of the Army
of the Potomac.
President Johnson restores the
writ of habeas corpus In all the
shiD lands

n(,:
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PAGE THREE

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

,

Mrt.

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque is going to grow, and grow fast, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under way. If you want to get in on the ground
flour buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down $5.00 per month no interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or free automobile ride to the property.
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 1906.

j TERRITORIAL TOPICS j
-

RATOKf.

GRANT PRINCESS LOVEI

patton of the early return of his loved
ons from California,
Invitations have been' ent out by
MISS ifary Coors to a ball at the Dtiu-eaopera house, Friday, night, complimentary to Miss Adelle Bone, tier visiting guest from Louisville, Ky.
A. A. Maloney and R. P. Hesser
desecrated the Sabbath by going out
beyond Romeroville and bagging . 94

J. D. Eakin, President.
Q. Gloral, Vice President.

MEUNI

'tl

.

..,!,,

1

Successors to
and BACHECHI

o EAKIN,

GIOMI.

WifOLtSALt; DEALERS IN

WriieS; Liquors & Cigafs
We top fiVwytfilrig in
stock to outfit the most fastidious tar complete

TRANS-MANZAN-

a

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Co.

BY YANKEE SOLDIER

Programs have been prepared Ivf
the meeting of New Mexico Undertakers, who hold their first annual
1694
convention In Albuquerque, September
17, 18 and 19. Raton members are E.
L. Fugate and W. L. Johnson.
Mr.
1793
Fugate Is a member of the committee
on membership and credentials, and
Mr. Johnson Is a member of the com1847
doves.
A
mittee on constitution and
very Interesting program has ' been
1861
arranged for the three days session, SOME ITEMS FROM
CITY
and It Is proDable that many live
R. J. Nlsbett of Estancia has Just
topics will engage tne attention of received
1865
word that his son, who Is In
the association.
Washington, is very ill of typhoid feMrs. J. van Houten and Mrs. Ida ver.
states.
to Scharnogle, who had been Mrs. van weeks.He has been 111 for several
1886 Seven anarchists sentenced
Two brothers are with him,
murders Houten'8 guest for some weeks, left and
, death in Chicago for
tuese, together with the local
for Denver. Mrs. Scharnogle, after InJ
.
.
. committed during riots.
.
i
.(.Vt imua
i. wenunea.
are
1888 The senate ratifies the treaty a visit .to Denver, will go to her home
they
all
can
young
man.
for
the
with China forbidding Chinese i tone. ru
A new sidewalk now connects the
immigration for twenty years.
Valley hotel with Digneo & Napoleon's
ROSWELL. .
ftnlnnn "R f mitt i ti rti noo In
.
11 urn ui ravu
iu fmn
Augu6t 21
Another ,u.
in or these bus nesa hollspa lire nlan
Im.
16M La Salle sent from France to near Artesla a short time.,.(,....
ago.
Improvements
which have recently been
establish a colony at the moutn is four miles southeast of Artesla and
to
added
the town of Estancia.
(Entrance is me properly
of the Mississippi.
oi niary a. vein, j. c.
to river missed; St. Louis set- Lukens
C. K. Speery.
The flow
and
Goon rmidmpnt
tled and then abandoned.)
Is five feet and four Inches above an
OF WOOL ALL AT ONCE
1721
The New England Courant first eight Inch casing, which makes thej a.
J vrawiora, tne wool commisIssued at Boston.
now oi di.uuu gallons or 8i0n man. this wppU nirt
pm s..v
iremnuous
erect an water per minute. The well Is 888
1770 New York royalisis
and shipped to Koswell about 250,0n0
equestrian statue of George HI leec aeep.
I pounds
of wool. This shipment in-in Bowling Green.
John H. McKlnstrey has sold
the cups of Mr. Crawford anil
Army arrives at fine little harness mare, Bell Girl, hiscludes
1775 Continental
to other sheepmen of Eddy county and!
Fort Tlconderoga.
iui
ouciXne prices raid averaged about 20
1831
Nat Turner's negro insurrection will be sblpped next week
and put on cents. The fleece will be taken to the
breaks out in Virginia.
the track of the Kansas City Racing scouring mill at Roswell and occupied
1847
Mexicans propose aj armistice,
twelve cars in transit. This is the
with a view to ending the war.
The plans and specifications for the
1856 The Charter Oak, at Hartford, new Salvation Army hall have been largest single shipment of wool carried
by the Pecos valley
year
Conn,, blown down.
completed by J. M. Nelson & Co., and. Carlsbad Argus, railroad this
PRINCESS JULIA AND HER CHILDREN.
1858 Lincoln and Douglas hold the turned over to Adjutant Woodward.
New
21. The oldest agrarian riots.
Aug.
first of their series of Joint
York,
will
who
send them to San Francisco NEWSPAPER MAN CUTS
It was soon after Thanksgiving day
and Chicago for approval. They are I
DOWN TALL WEEDS, granddaughter of Oeneral U. S. Grant,
1863 Union forces bombard Charles
expected to be returned at once with
Will the city dads please cast their who Is In her native country for the that the little children of the Prince
ton, S. C.
the O. K. of the supreme officers, af-- , weather eyes over the premises occu-te- r first time since she became one of and Princess Cantacuzene came over
which the work on the building Pled by the Demlng Headlight, asks the European nobles, may never re- on a visit to their grandparents. They
22
August
turn to the land of the czar, or she came In the care of their grandaunt,
will
be started. That will be within. that paper, and notice the great
o
slave
1563 Sir John Hawkins, the
is not likely to unless the present Mrs. Potter Palmer. All these months
provement
or
weeks.
three
that
has
by
been
of
made
the situation In Russia becomes changed they have 'been at Governor's Island,
merchant, relieves the need
ju lutsuay mere were lorty-situning or. weens away from around and
the suffering colony at Port
peace once more reigns
and happy were these little Russian
place,
governthat
at
iiuiuesieaas
enierea
and
tne
then
see
to
It
Royal, S. C.
that the
is now children at the sudden appearance of
The
Princess
Cantacuzene
ment
same
land
office.
That
is
action
by
with
number
istaken
property
ownoff
1814 The people of Nantucket,
visiting her parents at Governor's their parents.
the Massachusetts coast, de in five of the highest in the history ers all over town? These yellow weeds Island.
The little Russians, Prince Michael
Here her father, Genernl
of
office.
It
the
is
side
from
many
as
almost
as
unsightly
appearance,
their
clare themselves neutral In the
Frederick Dent Grant, is In com- find the baby Berthe, are prime fav
war between the United States were filed In one day last spring, ere a menace to the health of the mand.
She and her husband, Prince orltes with the soldiers at Governor's
Many persons are made sick
and "England, but under the pro. wnen tne entire population of thej city.
uuuuie states seemed to be coming by their rank growth and if they are Michael Cantacuzene, came hurriedly Island. Upon this bit of land in the
tectlon or England.
allowed to grow they will cause sick- over to this country, after an uprising lower bay there are a large number of
1851 The yacht America wins the to New Mexico to get homes.
of their tenants upon their Boyromka tame squirrels.
These cunning Utile
Mr. and Mrs. Giles Roundtree came ness again.
"Cup of All Nations" in the In
estate. This Is In the province of Pol- animals are the daily playmates of
ternational regatta at Cowes, in from Norman, Okla., to spend a few PREPARING FOR
tava, where there have been fierce the tiny prince and princess.
days in and near Roswell, visiting
GREAT
England.
TARGET PRACTICE
friends and looking after property In1865 A state convention in MississAdjutant General Targlngton
and
ippi declares null the ordinance terests. Mr. Roundtree, some time family
of Sant Fe and their euest. The city council has don e weli in to cross. He rode his horse Into the
of secession, and petitions for ago, bought an eighty acre tract below
making permanent provision for the water, and in an instant both horse
s
Scheffer
of
IX'nver,
the
Cliff. Chisum ranch, and Is lookarrived in supKrt of the institution
the pardon of Jefferson Davis. Ing for
and supple- and rider were swept down stream,
Vegas
Saturday
No
afwrnoon
on
another farm.
1870 President Grant proclaims the
will spend a week in thin rltv mented as the council Is by the struggling for their lives. However,
and
A.
G.
Pavne
fnrmrit,
neutrality of the United States
was
fortunately
thrown
frlends- Oeneral Tarkington will board and Women s Library associa- Conrad
the Rosweii Steam Laundry has
in the Franco-Prussia- n
war.
tion, as
auxiliary to the works, the against an overhanging bush, and he
turned from Hot Springs, Ark. where Persona"y superintendent the work library Isan growing
In usefulness.
grasped a limb and pulled himself
ne nad -- een for five months. He was . ..ahi6 ujj me target range OI 1 roop
ashore. The horse and rider came out
accompanied here by his mother, who A near the Santa Fe hospital for the BIG EVENT IN
OFFICIAL MATTERS
in the same side of the creek they
LAKEWOOD
is looking for a location for a steam marksmanship contest for the Hager- A PECOS VALLEY TOWN went in on, and they retraced their
uian cup, wnich w 111 be heM this
laundrv. Mr Pa Vnp'fl Hlfo ttrtisv
The town of Lukewood, ten miles steps to Lake Valley. In grasping
in bad health when they 'left here w,eek- - Hhe brugbt Dout a car load
Postoffice and Postmaster.
of Carlsbad, will celebrate the the bush that probably saved his life,
8upp"e8 wlth hlnl fl'or the terrltor- north
A postoffice has been established at died March 22 and was burled at Hot
of its new Conrad severely sprained his wrist,
ial contest and there will a lot of hard laying of the corner-stonRussia, Otero county, and William Springs.
work before the camp is in readiness. 110,000 school house on Friday, Aug- and he is now taking a lay off.
H. Clow, has been appointed
ust 24, with & big picnic and barbeLAS VEGAS.
cue to be given on the school grounds
Ain't It Frantic?
THE CARNEGIE LIBRARY
.Mr
Ra'ynolds
B.
J.
met with n
under a mammoth arbor. Music will
AT
Margie took with her
Here's
EAST
what
LAS
VEGAS
Pensions Granted.
serious and painfu accident last Sunbe furnished oy the Roswell band. to the seashore:
Mrs.
The following pensions have been day. She was in tne act oi reachlne thony Ella Powell, a guest at St. An- Games, tournaments,
songs
orations,
salntarium, of that city, is furFour trunks full of costumes.
granted to New Mexico veterans as for some lemons with which to
nishing regulary for the public library and dancing will be among the amuseThree suit cases full of collarettes,
a result of the work or Delegate. An- some lemonade, when a bottlemake
ments.
Three
whole
of
following
the
beeves, four nanciKercniers, rinbons, gloves, etc.
publications:
The Iron
drews:
I carbolic acid wag upset from a top
Review, American Machinist, goats r1 four sheep will be barbeTwo band boxes containing hats.
James H. Johnson, of Mayhill, New snelf and was spilled over her face, Trade
cued
for
dinner,
The Iron and Machinery World. The
and there will b. a
Basket
Miscellaneous contents.
Mexico, increase of pension to $10 per almost blinding her.
big
fish
fry
supper.
Metal
Absolutely everyWorker.
And It took an entire transfer wagon
and Steam thing
month from July 10, 1906.
Frank Manzanares, he of vast acres Fitter, weeklies, Plumber
Is
free.
Excursion rates have to move her.
and Machinery, a
Mrs. Stmona Garcia de Qulntana of near upper town, reports
high class monthly magazine, and the been secured from all points between
the
What she wore most of the time
Jsanta he, pension of 18 per month al crop or alfalfa in ten years on best
Amarlllo
his engineering edition. This valuable
and Carlsbad and everybody there:
lowed from October 28, 1905.
rancn. He will cut eighty
is
invited.
aeres contribution to the library literature
One stingy little buthing suit.
wnicn is over three feet high. The Is highly appreciated
the board, RAGING 8TREAM NEARLY
Appointed Member Board of Health thirty-thre- e
acres of corn, he says, Is and gives to mechanics bythere
an opDr. John F. Pearce of Albuquerque
MEN ANDWGMEN.
ix to eignt:
COSTS MAN HIS LIFE.
nigh, with solid ears portunity for
t
till Diff H fnrnnn.tnl
information
was yesterday appointed a member of mese two reet
Conrad Ribera nearly lost his life
crops without irrigation not often found.beneficial
U I m t
cliar.lirKM.iun.ui
!
The
assembly
room
the territorial board of health, vice nowever, his twenty-fivM Irritation! or ul..r.ilnn.
in
uruiu.4
attempting
to
cross
acres of is delightfully cool and pleasant these
the raging
Dr. Bryan of Alamogordo, who resign- K.amr corn is not doing
Tirra
Blanca,
last Friday night says
so well; too summer days and well lighted of evimtMMCuiiiMi ct.
ed the position to accept the appoint- ujucu rain.
enings and tre literature on shelves the Sierra County Advocate. He was
HKIMUTI.0 r-- Tf
ment of regent' of the New Mexico
Hold hw DnnkU,
on
horseback,
It is said Las Vegas will lose the and tables is up to date. Day by
the night was dark
and
or mt la plain wrap r.
day
blind asylum.
press-bricand
the
water
very
high,
plant, owing to a failure the use of the library is increasing.
and he did
00, or bottlm
not realize the danger in, attempting
10 get necessary
ti n.
concesiosns from
ANOTHER RAILROAD FOR
uuviuai h&i (Hi robust.
certain cornorations anil iniiivMn.u
ANCIENT TUCSON
from Port Lobos on the Gulf of This will certainly be a big knock to
California o Caborca, Sonora, and uie town.
There Is a movemen on foot among
thence norm, through the very heart
of the rich Altar mining district of euiers or ousiness houses on the east
Sonora, across the international line Slue to have their renta ro.lnro.l
to Tucson. Arizona, is the route now Ing to high license and the too strict
of certain
laws.
mapped out for the Henderson rail- enrorcement
.
r .
ftuer, a rornier city engineer
road, upon which construction work
vegas, nas anounced his canwill be commenced
iu
November. "i La
When the concession for the new road didacy for the office of probate clerK
or wuay county, on the democratic
was
first secured
it was Intended
only to build from Port Lobos to ticket. There is a candidate or tun
Caborca. a distance of less than fifty against mm or the nomination, but
miles, but alter the survey of the he hopes to defeat if not
inera in the race for preferment on
route from the coast to Caliorca it
ueeiued hy those interested to extend i ue nume stretch.
i ne roaa north to Tucson,
Millie Alice Booth, aged
t
9
a distance
i auout one hundred ami fifty miles years, boared No. 2
after
noon,
further, and the concession for the ex- unoiiserved, and rode as far as
was secured rrom the Mexican vvsirous Dtfore she was discovered.
government. Railroad engineers will 'he little girl told the conductor that
begin surveying the route from Ca- she was going to Nebraska to see her
liorca to Tucson In October, as soon grandma,
she wa taken in charge
as the rainy season Is past. About hy the agent at Watrous and returned
to
this city on No. 7, none the wors?
tlie first of November c'onst ruction
or her Journey.
work will commence on the Port a
Postmaster Schoonmaker,
end of the line, which
of the
own of J aa ei?HS i.K.t -iwas
some time ago.
th .
painful
Oasis.
accident recently, which might
have resulted seriously. He was
for bed in the h
'""we anped out of bis hands, and
he stooped over suddenly, to pick it
P. and struck his right
eye iiKainst
o,

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. SoHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
8T. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.

.

nh

YELLOW8TONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRAtER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

pretty

And other standard brands of whiskies

too numerous to m.atlon.

1

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

!:,

But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries la the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List
Issued to dealers only.

clJ'

Im-tw-

-

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BEGINS SEPT, 3rd. 1906
THE

iU,

i

i

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex

First and Marquette

Mote

Rooting

Alfcoqtterqoe. New Mexlcd

ok
AS A SPECIAL

.

INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga, Rang. No.
62-1-

$21.00.

Terma, $3 cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range, No. 25-$22.50.
Terma, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's suoscrlp-no- a
to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.

e

;..l:r"u,
I

"

i ix i

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

e

y

jl- -s

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

I
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I
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I

L

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
COR NCR 4th A NO GOLD

--

yes-.erda-

Xo-gai-

pre-lnn- g

CORONADO TENT CITY

Does your face

look fresh, (,ril,RSitl,sa,

bw,

faded mid worn? If your cmiijli
Mn isn'tsinooiliarultransp.iri-n- t us y hi
would like it to lie, use HAC.AN'S
IUI.M. N woman mid look
old and worn who w ill use this iii !it;!:t-fu- l
liquid Uautiflfr. IlarnuVvi, instantly
MAG-NoLI.-

applied and

irnposbibL-

-

to drtoct.

mm

CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

Had bis eye
itiurk the t,XhCn,rla,inS
a qmrter of an inch

er he would prol.i.ly have lost his
Uvfh- C" t!'at
rh accident
u.. ousa as it was, and he is
now wearing a black patch
over the
injured member ami ij l.....
i
nVnying that he has been licktd in' a1
l

?

John I.. Zimmerman, the
engineer, has rented half ,f ti,acivil i..i...
residence on Kighih street. In untlcl-- !

A delightful place to spend your summer vacation
Furnished tents and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates
may do your own cook- ing, or you can get your meals at the restaurant

ASK ANY

.'u

Doatlng

Bathing

Fishing

Music

For information regarding rates for tents and cottages, railroad fre.

etc.,

AGENT

J. H. O'REILLY & CO.

DRUGGISTS
C
Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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AGAINST SALOONS

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

Socorro county for
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
Being
years, attorney by profession, who was a And Gambling-OffiCe- rS
twrnty-sl- x
,
member of the terlrtorial board or eouan.-FWfpf1 . MopUm Held
a
as
"
!H.saie
served
also
and
the Prince administration
REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETING
the
MgHt.
rend
MOndciy
having
IM'0,
in
;o
convention
the constitutional
Headquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee,
M.
by
paper
1906.
In
16,
August
this
communication
recent
Santa Fe, N. M,
RepubA meeting of the members of the Territorial
A. Otero and United States Senator Henry M. Teller, qqqq
'QKK QF KEV. HAVENS
called
hereby
lican Central Committee of New Mexico Is
New Mexican to propound a
space
the
in
has
aked
Alcity of
to assemble at the Commercial Club In the Wednesday,
O ur idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
question of great Interest to the people, to the writers
buquerque, at 10 o'clock on the morning of
Four
Meetings Held and Much En
says:
setting
Kelley
Mr.
calling
and
of these letters.
September B, 1906, for the purpose of
a nd Children's Clothing such careful attention and
thusiasm Manifested By All
"Socorro, N. M., Aug. 20, VMM.
a day for the meeting of the republican conventioncon-to
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
nominate a candidate for a delegate to the Sixtieth
Who Attended.
'Editor New Mexican:
gress of the United' States and to transact such other
Chieftain of August 18 reproduces the
Socorro
"The
merit continued patronage.
hiiKitiPM aa mav nrooerly come before the meeting.
printed in your Issue of the 14th of Senator H. M.
cltl-- J letters
by
superintendent
unless
held
oprecognized
V.
Rev.
V.
Havens,
In
be
not
will
M.
Otero,
A.
Proxies
Teller of Colorado, and exkvernor
New Mexico-Arizon- a
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
tens of the same county of which the member no given position to Joint statehood for New Mexico and Arizona. of theleague,
returned to the city last
quespertinent
to
this
ask
Is
forced
the proxy Is a resident.
undersigned
"The
succeeded
he
night
rewhere
Raton,
from
ould be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
Every member of the committee is urgently
tion with regard to the letters from these eminent gen in organizing one of the largest anti- great
person,
of
matters
as
In
present
Mexico
quested to be
tlemen: 'Whose advice shall the people of New
ln the BOUthwest
and overcoats for small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
moment to the people of the territory and to the repub- and Arizona follow on the statehood question now be- jIavf,ns neM services Sunday
of.
lican party will be discussed, considered and disposed
fore them for their consideration and determination at morning, afternoon and evening, and
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.'
the coming November election that of Senator Teller aiso Monday evening at the various
CHARLES V. S AFFORD, Secretary.
M. A. Otero, or that of President Roos- - churches of Raton, preaching at each
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
and
at- largely
were
service,
they
and
Speaker
Cannon?'
Joe
evelt and
women, but
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
"Mr. Teller from the time the state of Colorado was tended, not only by the
SOME ANTI-ANTIC- S
latter
many
of
the
by
men
and
the
Into the Union in 1876 as the Centennial state
The act of congress in the statehood matter for admitted
to 1898 was almost continuously one of its senator, In
deleAriiona and New Mexico gave Arizona forty-fou- r
...
Ke- Fine Clothing tad
were very enthus- The same act congress and had been active In the councils of the
Fine Qothing and
gates to the constitutional convention.
he
because
nation
puMlcan
party
the
state
his
of
and
was man-ha- d
)a8tlc
sentiment
terri8trong
Furnuhingt
ana
of
governor,
secretary
the
Furnishing!
made it the duty of the
advocated the principles of the party and because ife8ted to restrict the power of the
tory and the chief Justice of the supreme' court to apsincerity and adherence to the prlnci- - saloon and to restrain gambling in all
portion these delegates' according to the vote of Arizona of his supposed
party he had been highly honored of its forms.
republican
pies
of
the
in 1904.
At the Monday night meeting an cr- by
republicans
his
state and the nation with office.
of
the
apportioned
You will see the number of delegates
ganlzation
was effected by the election
Tells of Senator Tellers Record.
to each county in the proclamation published In another
Qf
ofncers:
foUowng
"In 1896 Mr. Teller was a delegate to the national re- column.
president H. B. Phelps.
sev1904
for the
publican convention held in St. Louis, which nominated
There were 21.427 votes east In
vice President E. W. Fulghum.
Secretary R. H. Carter.
eral candidates for delegate to congress. Divide this William McKlnley for president, and because tuat con- the number of delegates ventlon declared in Its Dlatform for sound money and! Executive committee Rev. H. Ma
numler of votes by forty-fou- r,
church, chalr-e- r
to be elected to the constitutional convention, and you agalInst the free and unlimited coinage of silver, Mr. gill, of the Presbyterian
alkenberg,
of the
Van
H.
Rev.
man:
saw fit to withdraw from the convention and to
win have 487 votes to each delegate, with a few votes Tell
we can sell you
le,ft over.
cast his lot politically with the W. J. Bryan party, with
Baptist
'e7
church, and
487
by
and
county
cheaper
money
question;
shedding
of
each
left
separate
as
vote
on
1e
Divide the
its fallacies
our comthe
Rey McC'art of tne christian church,
Aiihonirh the first vear's subscrlp- the following number of voters in each county are left the convention copious tears of what was then supposed
petitors.
without any representation in this distribution: Apache, by his former friends to be regrets because he felt he ton to monthly publication of the New
league
First. We are in our
25; Cochise, 158; Coconino, 112; Gila, 327; Graham, 169; must leave the republican party, with which he had Mexico-Arizon- a
Maricopa, 468; Mohave, 134; Navajo, 145; Pima, 45; been so long identified and whose principles he had so will not expire for two months yet,
own building don't pay
vpt thia finma Mr Teller vhn "Inter the temnerance people of Raton re- Pinal, 110; Santa Cruz, 65; Yavapai, 151; Yuma, 17; a orfUn!!v nrtnvmlprl
rent.
state of Colorado, either at Colorado Springs or at I newed tneir sunsenpuons iui
total of 1,925 voters without representation In this dls l n the
,,i i year, turning over to Rev. Havens ner.. . ... me writer
i.. mis
t,a,,i0
But the apportioning board, composed as rueuio
trlbution.
ha
lorgoiien
wuieu wnen a cuuui-206
Second. We buy enin
,
.....
fore his departure for this city
above stated, gave an extra delegate to Cochise county's uuie ....
10 ui
!ui
iiaie i.um
wu.ieu Dia.es
Tne reverend gentleman alBO
tirely in car lots lowest
158 extra voters and one extra delegate to Maricopa his state, in a speech made the statement that he had 8ecui4d quUe a ist of advertisements
county's 4G8 extra, or left over, voters; or, in other never been a republican in principle during all the years from Raton merchants for the league
prices; biggest discounts.
words, the apportioning board gave two extra delegates hat he had acted with it, and accepted olcce from J'8 I monthly nublication.
We pay cash
to 626 left over voters and left 1,299 extra, or left over hands only In so far as the question or slavery was con
voters, without any representation whatever.
cerned.
every
invoice
coming
Of all the unprecedented affairs in politics or busi"Following Mr. Teller's example the republicans of
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ness, this distribution of delegates to the constitutional New Mexico ln 18!ti, ln
into our store for the
territorial convention at
convention, we are led to think, takes the dilapidated Las Vegas, saw fit to amend the national platform as
ten years
been dislinen off the shmb. Six per cent of the voters In Ari- adopted al St. Louis that year with regard to the silver
Soelter.
counted.
iona are left without representation in the distribution of question, and declared ln their platform for the unlimited
St. Louis, Aug. 22. Spelter, quiet,
delegates to the constitutional convention.
free coinage of the American silver product hence no $5.90.
Precedents all along the line In political economy statehood for ten years.
St. Louis Wool Market.
been in the furniture
would urge that these two extra delegates given to Mar"At the election ln November, 18'Jfi, .xew Mexico
icopa and Cochise counties should have been made dele- elected that most uncompromising, wild and woolly, un
St. Louis, Aug. 22. Wool steady,
e
it in every detail, -understand
twenty-fivfor
years
the
past
business
gates at large, and thus represent the whole 1,925 left- limited free coinage advocate, H. U. Kergusson, as dele- - unchanged.
over voters. But no; tnis distribution must needs seem bai
v wwfi v no,
.
.
.
where and how to buy.
oiiu n liu iwiv um Deal lu i i i .J jjjiiw- I
frtnnr
to be an echo of the antl-Jolstatehood convention ucan congress, a majomy or wnicn was eieciea wun
York, Aug. 22. Lead and cop- New
held in Phoenix, May 27, 1905, when it was urged: iviciviuiey hs presiueni on me goia sianuaru piauoiui.
CARPETS
, FURNITURE,
Btea(iv and unchanged.
"We must never let this Jointure question be sub- would u do supposed mat a president and a congress
DRAPERIES.
mitted to a vote of the people; we must kill It in con- that had been elected on a sound money platform would
Monev Market
gress." St. Johns Herald.
New York. Aug. 22. Money on call
be very strenuous In favoring the admission of the terrl- tory of New Mexico to statehood, when the people by strong, 45'4; mercantile paper, 54
U3r B"'er 00
their votes at this very critical time had shown their
FAIR REQUISITES
opposition
in
plainly
question
on
so
the
main
issue
at
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The following is from the Pueblo
Grain and Provision.
but
the election of a majority of its members?
Chicago, Aug. 22. Close:
Is equally appropriate to Albuquerque:
McKlnley Nevjr Recommended Single Statehood.
Wheat Sept. "0c; Dec. 75c.
The agricultural display which Is already secured
We keep the quality of our bread
"Mr. McKinley never recommended the admission of
Corn Sept. 484c; Dec. 44c.
indicates that this department will tie far superior to
Dec. 30c.
Sept.
single
New
up to the highest. This is possible
Mexico
man,
statehood,
much
2Stc;
no
sane
to
Oats
and
anything ever seen here or for that matter seen anyPork Sept. $17.0017.15; Jan $13.45. by using
suppose that under the cir
where in the country. So much a variety and quantity less a politician, would
L,ard Sept. $8.fi0; Oct. $8.67V4-RibPLEASANTLY SITUATED.
of the products of the field and orchard are forthcom- cumstances he would. Mr. Fergusson of course intro
Sept. $8.95; Oct. $8.70.
in
bill,
It
duced
his
statehood
term
with
and
died
his
The Best Flour,
ing that the directors of the fair have found it necesEASY TO REACH.
congress,
congress
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though
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he
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that
land
the
sary to greatly enlarge the agricultural building and alThe Best Labor,
Stock Market.
stoefs
ready carpenters are at work making the necessary ad asked for. Mr. Perea, his successor, introduced his
Closing
RELIEVES PAIN.
New York, Aug. 22.
The Best Methods,
ditions to the building so that all who wish to exhibit single statehood bill, and it died with his term in con- Atchison
gress.
single
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whose
of
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their products may have ample accommodations. The
I
not only in mixing and baking, but
142
stock pens and stalls have also been made more numer- statehood for New Mexico has been the strongest ever I New York Central
CURES RHEUMATISM.
141Mi also in taking care of and selling
ous and the display of stock will exceed in interest any' made in Washington by any delegate, and succeeded in Pennsylvania
89
Southejn
Pacific
passage
securing
but,
through
house,
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
of
his
the
bill
the
thing in the nature of a stock show ever given in the
If you want the best
m the bread.
which, with the aid of Senators Quay, Foraker, and, 1 union racinc
vest.
CURES DIABETES.
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
i"u
presume, Mr. Teller, failed in the senate; and in the
wind-u- p
Mr.
final
for
Quay
to
statehood
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assented
Joint
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Silver City Independent:
The action of the demo
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eratic territorial central committee in declaring in favor
CURES DROPSY.
2 or
riituT mrifEmT.
of Joint statehood removes the question ''from the field of vexeu siaienooa question, ana tne resun is joint siuio- I
years
hood
nothing
or
come,
to
assured
we
for
are
as
City
Livestock
Kansas
partisan politics and places both parties in the position
Kansas City, Aug. 22. Cattle
where they can exert a united effort to secure the boon by both President" Roosevelt and Speaker Cannon, who
"getFIRST
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ceipts, lO.ono; market steady. Native
its
people
vote
of
in
the
two
to
these
territories
of self government for New Mexico,
proposition
The
soumern
steers,
ii.udgio.za;
sieers.
CLASS.
now is for the advocates of Jointure to get to work. No favor
in this life is a
8
! ting
"As for
Otero, what has he accomplish- half hearted campaign will do. If Jointure is to carry
'
and saving.
shaving
of
single
matter
ed
the
for
thing
statehood?
The
only
L
visible
that
by the vote which it must to determine without Question
'ad feeders, $7.6oi4:75;
See Santa Fe Agent for round
You must shave your expendithe sentiment of the people of this territory upon the people or isew Mexico are cognizant of Is tne payment 01 Dulls 2.00&3.25; calves, $2.506.25;
your
rates, good for thirty days.
subject, the greatest possible vote must be gotten out on about $8,000 appropriated out of the public treasury by western steers, $3.506 600; western
trip
are
than
less
they
tures until
election day. It is to a certain extent merely a question the legislatures of 1903 and 1905 to pay the expenses of cows, $2.00fii 4.75.
save the difference by
then
income,
Sheep receipts, 5.000. Muttons $4.25
of majority, but that majority should be so large that a few delegates appointed to go to Washington as a
putting it into the bank. Or in
range
$C.OOS7.tn;
5.50; lambs,
the opponents of the measure will have no reason for statehood committee to advocate single statehood for wetbers,
5.50.
$4.00
other words, put a part of your in
ewes,
6.00;
$4.50
congratulating themselves.
There is less than three New Mexico, which resulted ln the almost unanimous
come into the bank regularly and
passage
by
present
of
the
joint
enabling
act
statehood
months left for active campaigning.
MICHIGAN FIREMEN
The only danger
live on the remainder.
HAVE BIG PARADE
wnicn conironts the mends of Jointure is that of apathy. tne nouse and senate, and now presented to us tor acA. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
Only hard work can overcome this. The people of New ceptance. Whose advice shall we follow?
Houghton. Mich.. Aug. 22. A grand
You do not 'nave to sacrifice the
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
W. R KELLEY."
fireman's tournament,
the greatest
Mexico are overwhelmingly in favor of the Hamilton
comforts of living ln order to save
bo
part
will
state,
of
the
in
held
this
bill, but tbey must be gotten to the polls on the Cth day
It's
a. lltue out of your ncome.
of the annual
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sav
a
saving
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idea
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ballots.
will
ing It with system.
V Firemen's
association, which
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Courtesy and attention to
A tank account helps you to save Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Indianapolis Star: It is the ambition of many a
nrrAIKj Ur WURLU X parade of all companies in attend
us.
to
rcgulany.
o
guests
Is
pleasure
a
in
father
these days to shield his son from
ance. The rest of the afternoon and
evening will be devoted to slght-sethe struggles and privations that marked his own ca- tOOOV'COOOC0X)X)XXXXXX0XXXXXX?
LOCATION
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
while
reer. The man who had to work from 5 o'clock of
A little story comes from Geneva, Switzerland, that Ing and social entertainments,
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
morning till sundown on a farm or associate with ignor-iibrings out the thought that human love and devotion, u.e xnumanient w ni ..e uem .on.u.row THE BANK OF COMMERCE
I
and brutal laborers ln menial callings or deny hiin-Be- lf es, and self sacrifice, know no race boundaries.
MEXICO
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
all the luxuries and many of the
You have a right to look for fine deeds In the homes
Engineer Jack Fenner, who has been
necessities
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
in order to get ahead in the world says: "My boy must of the poor' as well as the rich, among savages and civ- - laid up for the past ten days on ac- never have such a hard time as I had; his way to suc- ilized everywhere where souls exist and love develops count of a sprained back, is again
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
cess must le made smooth before him by the advant the best in humanity.
able to be about.
ages he will have over those that I had," and he plans
There was Berthe Gallard, 19, an orphan. In this
SHAKE IT OFF.
DEALER IN
to make It easier for him. Yet it is one of the most country she would be known as a hired girl. She work
familiar facts ln life that this affectionate ambition of ed for kind people and cared for three children.
and ChildWomen's
Men's,
Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens.
the rich father for his boy falls of realization. Almost
She loved them like a mother.
Albuquerque Citizen Shows You
Shoes
Fine
ren's
every newspaper that falls from the press tells the melA .fire broke out in the house and ?be parents
How.
ancholy story of a rich man's son who has disappointed rushed into the stieet in search of help, leaving the thire
First Cliss Rf piliing a Specialty
Don't bear unnecessary burdens,
All Work Guaranteed
the hopes of his family and whose principal service to little ones in an upper room. Iterthe Gallard passed
llurdeus of a bad back are unneces- No. t03 North rirtt Btrmmt
humanity has been to serve as a warning to those who through the flames, wrapped two children in sheets and gary
come after him. We know, what the gilded youth with carried them to safety.
Get rid of them.
Per Gallon
a fabulous income does with his money and with him
The roof was falling in, but she went back for the
Doan's Kidney Tills cure bad backs;
Special Price on Large Orders
Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
self. His patrimony and his vital forces are consumed third child. She found it. and as the stairs were gone
Cure every form of kidney Ills.
she appeared at a window, wreathed in flames, and
in the mad pursuit of pleasure ln some new or txtrav
Delivered to any part of the city
IiOts of local endorsements to prove
gant form.
tossed the babj; into willing hands. She then leaped this.
from the window herself, and was rushed to a hospital.
C. A. Hall, machinist in the round
It seems evident that in Ariama there will be but She was burned from head to foot.
house of the Santa Fe shops, resl
Phone Colo. Red 92.
She whispered: "Hease bring the children," kissed dence 204 Atlantic avenue, says: "1
two parties, divided along the line of statehood, with
political differences relegated to oblivion. There will be them, then turning to her employers, said: "Don't cry. have had attacks of pain just across
one party, composed of republicans and democrats, who It U all right. I only did my duty" and died.
'ne Part of my back tuimeuiaieiy over
In the southern part of Ohio a home burned. There the kidneys, some of which lasted an
favor statehood; und one party of republicans aud demWhen they occurred
i...
....., ,hm)w an . ,.oved. as ....... entire w week.
ocrats, copper colored and corporation tarred, opposed ...-- a,
,.a. a,,,..:,,
nn lot n In (he aChlllE. 811,1
O
to statehood. The New Mexico imitators of the last I'olly, and a mother and two children. The flames nautrallv j w8g (in the outlook for
mentioned Arizona combine would like to get up a sim spread so rapidly that it was Impossible to save all. And something to check the trouble If not
o
ilarly compounded decoction, but It is doubtful If they me last worus nearu from the sick bed of a noble woman radically dispose of It. 1 he last meui
o
were, "Never mind me; save the dear children."
Agent For
would have a corporals guard at the polls.
cine I tried was Doan's Kidney Pills
And those were the beautiful words that a woman prcoured at a drug store. To say that
o
.. .,.... 01... ...o they are worth recommending feebly
in., n,
Arizona Star: The oue thing every citizen should ...r.t...i
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remember is that statehood will reduce our taxation from i...m...i to i..ath
7
.
an ek v removed
.
the trounie.
I ho inspiration
four to one per cent. This is a fact which every citl
fur the greatest courage Is human
F,r ' . . aM dealers. Price 50
All kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. Amusezen is interested in, for low taxes make lower rents, love. It may be love for children, for men or for women, cents. roster-MilbuCo., Buffalo, N. Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Av
ment nickel and penny machines, trade iroducers, money machines;
and lower rents reduce the price of grocries, dry goods but the fact remains that there is no finer emotion. It Y. sole agents for the United States, Colo, phone, Black, 298.
large profits on small investments, investigation Invited.
152.
Auto.,
Hemember the name Doan's and
and. In fact, verythlng. Those who vote against state brings the greatest Joy. Ii turn K..if Kacrifira into ban- South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
PENNY PARLOR, 216
'64.
o
hood vote for high taxes, high cost of living in every pluess, an dlhe mere giving up of life, with all Its at- - take uo o!l'fr.
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Investment.
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tractions, seems a little thing where the love Is true. 1 Try a atUen Wan'1 ad-W. E. Kelley,
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"SKILLED LABORS

CLAMNSTRUED

not he 'Imported into this country under contract.' "
Upon receipt of the opinion Acting
Secretary Murray of the department
of commerce and labor immediately
dismissed the appeals of the aliens and
ordered them to be deported.
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THE DINING TABLE

FAIR
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by all odds the most conspicuous piece of furniture la your
dining room; hence, it hould
combine the
Artistic With the Useful.
You
experience a feeling of
satisfaction when yon act is
hostess if your table Is a good
one. Be It
Modern or Colonial
In
Quartered.
Golden
of
"Wheathered Oak, ,we are confident you'll find our nrtcna tnr
"quality furniture nearly as
cueap as you li pay elsewhere
ior tne commonplace,
1

In Competitive Rifle Shoot

Department of Justice Rules
That Railway Laborers

POLICE CIRCLES

Are Not Skilled.
AND IMPORTATIONS WILL STOP

Interesting Opinion On the
ject of Contract Labor

Sub-

From Mexico.
For the past few months The' Evening Citizen has called attention to the
passenger train from the south coming
In almost every day with a carload of
peon In borers from Mexico, and these
were being sent to the eastern states
to do railroad work. This paper has
contended all along that these labor
era were beinc shinned Into the
United States contrary to iaw, and
the subjoined article, under a Wash
ington telegram, proves the correct'
this paper
ness f the contention
question respecting
An Important
the importation of labor from Mexico
into the United States for work on
in. Texas has
railroad construction
been determined by the department of
justice at the instance of the depart
ment of commerce and labor.
The question was whether men employed as laborers on ordinary rail
or
road construction were "skilled
"unskilled" In the meaning of the law.
The department of Justice, through an
opinion rendered by Acting Attorney
General Charles H. Robb, has decided
that the men are "unskilled" laborers,
and they, therefore, can not, under the
law, be admitted Into the country under contract.
On June 9, 1906, Doreto Arrellano, a
Mexican, applied for admission at El
Paso, Texas, and was debarred by a
board of special Inquiry, on the ground
that ho was a contract laborer, and
that his entry into the United Slates
was in violation of the immigration
law, approved March 1, 1903. An appeal was taken at the Instance of J.
E. Ilutt, who has a contract to furnish
labor to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe railroad, the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific railroad and the Fort Worth
& Denver City railroad, all east of
N. M., and George H.
Mosher, who has a similar contract for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railroad west of Albuquerque as far as
the Pacific coast.
On June 25, 1905, Sebastian Sotelo
was denied admission at El Paso by a
board of special inquiry under the
alien contract labor law. An appeal
was taken in this case at the Instance
of the Ben Heney company of Tucson,
Ariz., which has a contract to furnish
labor for the Southern Pacific between
El Paso and San Jose on the coast
line and to Fresno on the Valley line.
The question involved the construction
the term "skilled labor,", in
section 2 of the immigration act of
March 3, 1903, it being contended by
the appellants that laborers ordinarily
employed in the construction and
maintenance of the tracks of railroads
were skilled laborers within the
meaning of the term as used in the
act, and that, if labor of like kind
could not be found unemployed in the
United States, laborers of this class
could be imported into the United
States under contract.
Mr. Robb's Opinion.
Acting Attorney General Robb In his
opinion says:
"It is probable experience demonstrated that very few skilled laborers
were brought to this country under
the provisions of section 5 of the act
of 1885. For this reason, when tne
law came to be amended in 1903, it
was not deemed necessary to limit
the exception of its operation to new
industries, as was the case in the original act. In other words, congress,
recognizing the vast difference between skilled and unskilled labor, concluded that it might with perfect safety permit skilled labor to be imported
in all cases where 'labor of like kind
unemployed could not be found in
this country.' No exception was made
in favor of Importation of unskilled
labor. Indeed, to rule otherwise would
in effect nullify the whole law.
"The act was designed and intended
for the protection and security of the
American laborer, whose welfare every patriotic citizen is bound to promote.
"The legislation with which we are
now concerned has been on the statute books in substantially its present
form for more than twenty years. As
previously pointed out, the original act
divided labor Into two classes skilled
and unskilled. It first denounced the
bringing in of either class under contract. For reasons of public policy
congress then excepted from the operation of the law skilled labor on new
The courts having intiIndustries.
mated that the law was designed to
apply to unskilled labor only, congress
took occasion to make clear Its intent. The act of 19o3 contains the unequivocal provision that the act shall
apply to skilled as well as to unskilled
labor. In this act, which is not In
force, the distinction between the two
classes of labor is still maintained. It
is therein provided that neither class
shall le brought In under contract. No
exception whatever Is contained In the
act in respect to unskilled labor, but
it is provided that skilled labor may
be imported under certain conditions.
That there Is a difference in fact and
In law between skilled and unskilled
labor is ton plain to admit of argument.
"It must also be presumed that congress was mindful of this difference
in the enactment of this law. It Is
certainly not for the executive department of the government to nullify the
will of congress because declining or
failing to give the words of the act
their logical import. Especially is this
true In a case involving the welfare of
such a large number of our citizens.
Moreover, It does not appear that
since the enactment of this law in 1SS5
it has ever before been contended
that unskilled alien contract labor
could legally be imported.
"I entertain no doubt that ordinary
hands commonly employed in the construction and maintenance of tracks of
railroads are not skilled laborers within the meaning of the immigration act
of March 3, ln3. Having reached the
conclusion that they are not skilled
laborers It follows from what I have
previously said that-suclaborers may

Las

Team From
Albuquerque.

Vegas-N- 'o

PATRICK A. HOOK MERELY TOOK
SELECT TEAM
HIS OWN CHICKENS
LOST HARNESS.
HOL-WEL-

L

A goodly portion of the resident
of block 400 on Baca avenue were in
police court this morning to discuss
the relative merits of Leghorn ami
Plymouth Rock chickens, as a result
of the arrest yesterday of Patrick A.
Hook, of 427 Baca avenue, on complaint of Mrs. Pearl Iamperwolf, who
asserted Hook had forcibly entered
her hen coop and removed a dozen
chickens.
Mr. Hook had several witnesses in
court and before the case had pro
gressed very rar, it began to appear
that the .chickens taken were his own
property, that had wandered
from
their own dunghill. A Mr. Jacobson
testified that prior to the advent into
tne neightiorhood the plaintiffs had no
leghorns, or white chickens, except
one, which he intimated was his prop
erty, put that shortly after the Hooks
came, the plaintiffs acquired several
of this special breed, which Mr. Hook
made a specialty of raising.
Judgfl Crawford, stating that the
preponderance of evidence was in favor of the defendant, dismissed the
case, allowing Mr. Hook to keep the
cnickens he had so forcibly recovered.
Tim Hoi well of 718 Broadway, an
old employe of the Santa Fe, reports
to the police that some miscreant
entered his barn Monday night and
removed a valuable set of harness
from the pegs, leaving a worthless
one in its stead. Mr. Holwell, who.
owing to an Injury to his foot, has
been lavlne off for some time intend
ed making a. trip to the mountains,
wit owing to his loss, has indefinitely
postponed the trip.
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F. II. Pierce Says That Las Kecelves Favorable Attention

Vegas and Albuquerque
Should Work Together.

FOK SEA GIRT MEADOW

Wherever
Much

CITY TO HAVE FAIR ONE

Facts Concerning the National Las Vegas Will Work For
querque For Irrigation
Shoot at Sea Girt and
the Trophies.
Congress.

Albu-

Ve-ga- t,
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Me-na-
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ENROLLMENT LARGEST
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HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW
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Car Leaves Again
South-Oth-

The competitive shoot of the Na
"We are Just down from the Mead
tional Guard of New Mexico took ow City for the puriiose of discussing
place today at Las Vegas, in accord- tnings in general, of importance to Alance with the general orders covering buquerque and Las Vegas. There are
the shoot Issued recently by Adjutant a good many things coming up in the
General Tarkington, at Santa Fe.
near future that the two towns should
Teams from several of the compa- work together on.
Ve are going to
nies of the First Regiment, Infantry, end a large delegation to the Nawere present to participate in t- -e tional
Irrigation congress,
which
shoot, some of the companies, owing meets at Boise, Idaho, and the Mead
to the inability of the men to secure ow City delegates are going to work
leave of absence, not oelng represent- for Albuquerque as the meeting place
ed by a team.
of the congress either for 1907 or
Company G. of this city, tdid not 1908. We want some government heln
send a team to the shoot, as it was on an irrigation project near Las
found impossible to secure five men
and we would appreciate any help
necessary to making up the team, who tne Albuquerque delegation to the
could secure leave of absence from congress could lend us. Laa Vegas
their duties here.
would be content with this concession
Company E, of Old Albuquerque, and will gladly help bring the consent a team of five men to the match, gress to Aiouquerque.
composed of First Sergeant Du Bols,
"Of course you know that we have
sergeant Haca, Corporal Rambs, Pri- decided to have another fall festival
'
vate Ralph McGinnls
and Private It's not golne to be as large as vonrs
Frank Garcia. They left for Las Ve- but it Is going
a Pleasant little
gas this morning.
affair, with a nice little bunch of
A team from the Las Cruces com- wholesome entertainment. We are gopany also passed up the road this ing to send a large delegation to vour
morning, en route to the shoot. The iair, ana any help you can give us on
rifle practice encampment will prob- our little entertainment, we will also
ably last two days and maybe three, appreciate. We started arranging for
as there are a number of distances it a little late, more becaue of lack
to be shot, from, and different targets of Interest on the part of the people
to be used.
than anything else, but it Is better
A number of Ue officers of the too late than never."
First Regiment had Intended attendThe above Interview came from F.
ing the encampment but owing to an H. Pierce, president of the new Las
Chief of Police McMillin who is at order received
from headquarters, Vegas
association, president of
present sojourning at the coast re- stating that under no circumstances the LasFair
Vegas Commercial club, pressorts of California, Is expected to re- would the officers be allowed to at- ident of the
Ia3 Vegns Agui Pura Ice
turn to the city early next week.
tend the shoot unless doing so at their company, and one of the most promi
own expense, deterred them from go- nent boosters of the Meadow City.
ing.
Mr. fierce is accompanied In the
EL PASO WILL BE
At the conclusion of the Ias Vegas city by Millard Browne, of Browne- shoot a team will be selected from .Nianzanares
company, and J. H.
among those making the highest Stems, a prominent grocery
merchant
HERE
SURE scones to attend the national rifle of Las Vegas.
practice encampment to be held at
Sea Girt, N. J., beginning August 27.
BROWNS DOING NICE, PRACTICE
The Sea Girt shoot will ,.e held un- PRESBYTERIAN MISSION
WORK
"BULL" DURHAM
der the auspices of tue National
IS
DELIVERING THE GOODS IN
Board for the Promotion of Rifle PracARIES IN
KANSAS CITY.
tice, the National Marksmen's Association of America and the New JerAll arrangements are made for the sey State Rifle association.
bringing of El Paso here next SunThe chief interest of this competi- AT M ENAUL SCHOOL UNDER DIday. An effort was made to get them tive shoot will be centered in the naRECTION OF REV. THOMPSON LECTURES TODAY
here for two games, one Saturday and tional team match, authorized by conBY REV. PERKINS.
the other Suuilav b 111 ttlA VA Tnn gress and conducted under tho ausboys could not get away for the. Sat pices of the National Board for the
The
conference
of the Presbyterian
urday game. The visitors will leave Promotion of Rifle Practice.
the Pass City Saturday night arrivThis competition is 0111 to teams missionaries to the Spanish speaking
ing here Sunday morning. The sport of twelve men each from the army, people and Indians of New Mexico,
is to be anticipated, as it will be the navy, marine corps, the military and which opened last Friday at the
school, still continues Its sesfirst exhibition on the local grounds, naval academies of the United States
where a fast team has gone up against and the National Guard of each state sions, which will last until Septem1.
tiieJ3rowns. for some time. Tha Vaax and the District of Columbia.. The ar- ber
This afternoon at 4 o'clock Rev. H.
City team has been having plenty of my is allowed to enter two teams, one
practice of late and should be In fine representing the Infantry and the oth- M. Perkins of Socorro delivered a
condition, and the locals are practic- er the cavalry. Neither West Point nor lecture to the conference on "Chrising daily getting in shape to receive Annapolis will compete In the match tian Trinity," of one hour's duration,
them, so the came should he n hotlv this year. The first prize is the na- and this evening at 7:30 o'clock will
contested one.
tional trophy, $300 in cash and gold deliver a second and more lengthy
Those of the Rrmv
medals 2or the team members, all pro-- , lecture.
tice last night were Pitcher Gallegos, vlded by congress. There are five oth-- i
The conference in belni? nnminptori
and inflelders Conway, Corhan and er prizes, including the Hilton trophy! by the Itev. Dr. H. C. Thompson, and
' a large
,
...
"Cril.ll.-..ana me way the ball was and tha
number of New Mexico miswhipped around the illamnn
sionaries are in attendance. The pubthon."
mighty good. If Clancy and Corhan
In the national tpnm matnh thpra lic at large is extended an Invitation
had played Sunday like they played will be slow, rapid and skirmish fire,' to be present at any or all of the lecat practice last night, the score would with two sighting shots and ten shots tures on the program.
have been one long succession of for record at each range, 'i he United
goose eggs for the Meadow
City States service rifles and carbines, THE LOST ADAMS
MINE AGAIN FOUND
uuiicii. uroraer, wno pitched for Las with not less than three-pountrigMr. Ed. Owens informs the reporter
Vegas Sunday, tried out with the ger pull, will be used, as well as the
Brownies last nieht. hut nn tar hU
service cartridge as manufactured and of the. Holbrook Argus of the discovhibitions have been sadly devoid of Issued by the ordnance department of ery of the long iost Adams mine. It
,
tne quality.
all came through John Daisy, an old
the United States army.
The distances will be: Slow fire, Indian whom Mr. Owens had befriendJas"t"rflne
Purine the
Hava Tim rinr. 200, 600, 800
and 1,000 yards; rapid ed in time of need on several different
ham, well known here, now playing hre, 200
yards;
skirmish fire on run. occasions. One dny not long ago Mr.
vrnn Kansas city, has pitched four
Daisy concluded he would return the
games. Three went to extra innings The prizes for this match will be the compliments
of Mr. Owens, ho he took
national trophy, to be competed for
and one was a shut-ou- t
vnn
Ha
annually, and $300 cash for the team him over to where the old mine was,
of the extra inning games and the making
and therebefore them In Its quietness
the highest aggregate total.
shut-ouHe defeated Columbus in
For the team making the second ag- and solitude, with wealth projecting
eleven Innings last Friday, lost to gregate
total, the Hilton trophy, pre- from every nook and cranny the old
Toledo last Sunday in sixteen innings, sented by
late Henry Hilton, of mine which has been laying Idle for
out
shut
Ixmisville Thursday 2 to 0 New York, the
ne
to
competed for annual- nearly thirty years, was seen. Mr.
ana won irom inaianapoiis yesterday ly, and $200
in cash; the team making Owens and associates located several
In fifteen Innings. He is going some
say they' feel confident
now. as the blc leaeue Is In siirht. for the third highest aggregate total, the claims and
there
will
be
a big mining boom on
bronie
"Soldier
presentof
Marathon"
him.
ed by the commander in chief on be- before long, as excitement is running
half of the state of New York, to be high.
competed for annually, and $1&0 In
BIG REGISTRATION
cash; the team making the fourth
Mghest aggregate total. $100 in casn;
fth, $75; sixth, $50, and also a medal
AT THE UNIVERSITY
to each member of the six winning
teams.
to-b-

Seen-Dlstrlb-

1 1

DKISCOLL

Mass

Tonight For

Notes of
the Fair.

er

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
can be bCKIt in its respective line.

The twenty-sixtannual territorial
fair's advertising car, No. 4, in charge
of J. B. McManus, arrived in the city
last evening from its initial trip
throughout the northern portion of
the territory.
Mr. McManus states that the car,
a
well as the advertising literature
distributed and the big
stands
erected, attracted quite a bit of favorable attention wherever it wag seen.
The Santa Fe road has donated over
15,000 hangers to be distributed along
the line. Mr. McManus received from
the express office here today about
500 pounds of advertising literature
given the fair association by the road.
Two years ago the advertising car
was In charge of William Berry, who
was somewhat of a song and dance
man. and who. with his wife, and one
or two others, used to give short performances at the different stations
visited. This was not forgotten by the
people of Cerrlllos, and when the 'present advertising car reached that place
a crowd was on hand clamoring for
a free show. Mr. McManus info.Tod
them that he was not a . comedian, but
t
It,. iiiiwu.a caicning
sight of
Drlscoll, who also accompanies the
car. shouted that ha mmt
,ha
"dutch comedian" and clamore.! for
jerry to do a stunt. To appease them
it is said that Jerry came out on the
platform, snrnnir hi a rumnn. on.i
vorite gag about "the chicken that
crossed tne road," and retired, amidst
ringing (?) applause.
The car leaves again tonight for
ci i hro anu intermediate stations.
The preparations for the ble wool
growers' convention are going ahead
In great shape.
President Solomon
Luna is in receipt of letters from a
number of prominent wool men of
'no west who state that they will be
in attendance.
Many of the more
prominent ones are already slated for
speeches, and it Is probably that more
will be secured to make addresses before the date of the convention rolls
around.
.,.,a,
Clinton J. Crandaii, superintendent
of the Santa Fe Indian school, has
written Manager MeCanna of the fair
association to the effect that he will
allow the Indian band, of twenty
pieces, to attend the fair, provided
they can be accommodated. Manager
mcuanna nas replied that accommodations will bo furnished them, so
that It is more than likely that the
Santa Fe Indian band will be added
to the fair's musical features.
h

Mlbert Faber

9 308-31-

l.

Colo. Phone Blk 93

Acto. Phone 292
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FOR

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY
AGENTS

New Home Sewing Machines
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE

BORRADAILE

&

GO.

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if Bhe tellg you to order
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (it you should for.
get the order), that you could not
find tt, for every first-claa-a
groea
handles EMPRESS. You Trill alwar
find good bread, good biaouiU, goo
pastry and moat Important of ail,
good cheer to greet you wfcen ymi
come home for your dinner. Try tt
EMPRESS FLOUR Is ths Empress s
all ethers.

STOCK

LUMBER

Tealous

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

.

NEW ROLLING

N. M.

PILSENER BEER

COMPANY

MILL IS RUNNING
NIGHT AND
DAY LOG TRAINS EXCITE

M. BERGER,

INTEREST.

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
has added thirty new logging cars to
its rolling stock, which was found
nwsHary to supply the tounRry de- illflnrl if tho 1.1 (r eflu'a at tha mill Cr1.
dom a morning passes that a long
uuwi ui loss uo not rumme inrougn
tha twa v an a nn ran t A r
tha
timber to the mill and some times
two trains a day. strangers become
very much Interested at the sight of
these trains and uion inquiry, are
very much surprised to learn that
xew Mexico nas an immense pine
forest on its every quarter. Night and
day shifts are being worked at the
mills.

For Prompt Service, Courteotis Treatment
And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Basy Little Drog Store
it J17 West Railroad Avenue

1

A

NEW SHOW

The Williams Drug Company
Both Telephones.

EVERY WEEK.

THE BLUE FRONT
117 West Railroad Avenue

Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, 216 Vi South Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturday morning. A whol
show for a
penny.

HUNTING FOR A
CHOICE

I
10Y1SF-

A.

J.

113!t WEST

For prices on fixtures and

house-wirein-

CIGAR?

Case of seek no farther. The White
Lily fills the bill so completely that
It's a waste of time to lock longer.
The Wnlte Lily Is a little dandy-stra- ight
tooacco, mild, fragrant and
a delight to the eye and touch because of the skilful way It was rolled
(2 the box of 50; 5 cents for a single
sample.
j;

PLEASED

The registration of students at iht
WITH M'ALESTER
University the first three days haB
exceeded the enrollment for the en
tire year 1905-06- .
From uresent Indi
cations the number for the present THINK THEIR NEW HOME ONE OF
THE BEST IN THE COMING
J ear will
reach one hundred and
twenty-five- .
STATE OF OKLAHOMA.
Five years ago the enrollment was thlrtv-tive- .
A Citizen representative,
Tho new (lomitoripu am ruarlnir
en route
completion, tho second story of the on his return to New Mexico, spent
girls' dormitory being ready for
. Saturday night and a few hours Sunday morning at South McAlester,
Territory, registering
A sratifyinir feature of tlilu vear's
at "The
enrollment lies in the presence of so Bushy" hotl, which Is under the management
Col.
many students from New Menim out
of
V.
H.
and Mrs.
side of Albuquerque. Silver City, So- - Cheatham, late of The Alvarado of this
citizens are
diaguaiena, Alamogordo, Santa city. The
Fe, Raton and Gallup have sent repre- thoroughly infatuated with their new
sentatives to the University this vear. place of residence and business, and
rror. Kicharda is the head of the believe that South McAlester, with its
new denartmont
wonderful agricultural
possibilities
from the princlpalshlp of the prepara- - mil its Immense coal deposits, will
y uepanment of the A. & M. col- - easily soon be the most Imjxirtant
scholarship and enthusiasm ami largest city of tbe Indian Terriwill make his rienart
tory section of the new state of Okstrongest In tho University.
lahoma. The town now has a populaMiss Huggett returns fresh from a tion of about 12,000 people, and with
summer's studv at ih intvorciT ..t the coming fall will receive a large
Chicago.
influx of people from other sections
Dr. Tltht
of the country. "We are so much in
bly gave an inspiring address before love with South McAlester and its
the student bodv
future," said Mr. Cheatham, "that
it uis , di.
of valuable suggestions lor both new myself and Mrs. Cheatham have Just
ana oia students for their guidance in purchased
worth of real estate
,
university Hie.
and intend to make otber purchases
All student enternri
shortly."
South McAlester has all
in motion this week with an enthus- the modern improvements,
such as
iasm of visor never
Una,, in gas. electric light and other public
tho University of New Mexico.
utility companies, and "The Ilusby"
is one of the largest, (if not the largThe intense itchinK characteristic est l, hotels In the coming new state
of salt rheum and eczema is instantly of Oklanoma. Mr. and Mrs. Cheatham
allayed by applying Chamberlain
are arranging to visit southern CaliSalve.
As a cure for skin diseases fornia In October, and en route west
this salve is untqualed. For sale bv may stop over, spending a day or two
all druggists.
in Albuquerque.

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee

See Bartlett, the Electrician

WELL

Railroad Ave.,

0

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVINUfc

g.

I Convenience - Comfort - Security

Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
Power and Pumping Plants.

telephone

the

The telephone preserves your

the cares lees,
and the worries fewer.

health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

The

oceu-lancy-

makes

dutlee tighter,

We Do General Machine Repairing
Mail Orders Given Special Attention

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
2162 South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

KK0C00KK00K 00K00
FRENCH BAKERY

The St. Elmo
J JOSEPH

V

213 WEST RAILROAD

STEVENS
U UTTER

&

1SREA1)
Better

Than

Home-Mad-

I 20

Ptop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Proprietors

FINK KINK OF
CVKKS
Always on Hand.

All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

I

Wines, Brandies. Etc. 5

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOMS

AVE.

DOWYER,

NUT

1

BARNETT,

Finest Whiskies

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather is here too warm to wash and Iron. Bend jour
SMrt, Waists and White Dreeaes to us. We will laundry them cor
r
rt'-iijand will deliver them to you in a nice box they will not be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gloes finish.
Back of Postofflcs.
C I the Red Wagons.
Auto., 819; Colo, Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

I

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX
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OF THE

and the fame of a chaste woman held
so sacred.
But Mr. Johnson addressed himself
to material things. Where In all America has 'been the most bountiful
yield of corn on a single acre of
ground? One will say In the Cumler-lanliver bottoms In Kentucky;
will answer the Scioto Valley,
Ohio. The Wabash bottoms, the fertile prairies of Illinois, the Missouri
nottoms and the prolific plains of
Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska will nil
he selected for the distinction ere the
average American gives a thought to
mth Carolina. And yet the greatest
ifld of an acre of soil planted to
pom in the history of that cereal came
from the farm of L. J. Drake of Marlboro county, S. C, the season of 1889
254 bushels and 48 pounds. There
Is no question as to the fact, and the
full s'.ory of it is related In the Am
erlcan Agriculturalist for March, 1890,
the publication founded and so long,
ably and advantageously
conducted
by Orange Judd, to the profit and tne
benefit of tens of thousands of American farmers. The narrative of the
preparation of the ground, the plant- ting, the tillage, the harvesting of the
crop by Mr. Drake, and the authentic
ity of the yield is a chronicle that has
Interest for every American reader of
whatever calling and condition.
It was not on the rich, alluvial bot
toms of Mississippi, or Arkansas, or
Louisiana, not on the banks of the
Wnrrior of Alabama or of the Brazos
of Texas, that the greatest yield of
cotton per acre was had, but It was
on the farm of C. A. Murphy of Spar
tanburg county, S. C, who produced
on one acre 4,284 pounds of seed cot
ton. There were fourteen contestants
for a prize, and the lowest yield was
1,935 pounds. The total yield on fourteen acres was 39.029 pounds, and the
average
reached
the astonlsjiing
amount of 2,781 pounds of seed cotd

SMALLEST IS
A LEADER IN
American Union of States.
Politically and Economically.
Interesting Story of Past
AND PRESENT OF THE
ONLY PINE TREE

STATE

South Carolina's Developement
Is the Wonder of the Entire
Southern Section.
Srecial Correspondence.
By Savoyard.
It would do a power of good If
every Intelligent man in the entire
United States were to read carefully
and reflect upon seriously the speech
of Benjamin K, Tillman upon the political polities of South Carolina,
when he pronounced the eulogy on
Joseph H. Earle, his dead colleague
in the federal stnate and then turn
to the speech of Joseph T. Johnson,
delivered In the national house of representatives in the closing hours of
the regular session lately expired. No
state of our union has been talked
about more and no state of our sisterhood has been understood less. The
stormy petrel of our politics. South
Carolina, has been rancorousl yhated
and devotedly loved. In hfs speech
to which I have called attention Mr.
Tillman analyzes the political systems that have maintained there form
the colonial period; the narrative is
thrilling and argument instructive.
The coaat was settled by Huguenots
and English sent over by lords proprietors, while the Piedmont section,
up country, was populated by Scotch-Irish- ,
Germans, Pennsylvania Dutch,
Highland Scotcn, and Irish from the
Pale, with a sprinkling of English farmers. On the coast were many slaves
and there the baron was in his hall;
In the Piedmont region slaves were
few, and the yeomen owned and tilled
the soil. The government was an aristocracy dominated by the baron3
and submitted to by the yeomen. The
great families of the coast ruled, and
none disputed their sway. Vere de
Vere was not prouder of his Uncage,
Montmorency was not more arrogant,
Claverhouse not more impatient of
control than the great families on the
coast of South Carolina. They were
the state, and It is only Just to them
to Bay that the government they made
was all that could be desired In the
matters of purity, simplicity, honesty,
frugality. Nowhere else in the world
did the citizen enjoy more unrestraln
d personal liberty; nowhere else in
the world did government take so lit
tle in taxes for its support. The
rights of property were nowhere
more secure, and the rights of the
person were nowhere held more sacred. The habeas corpus and the writ
of injunction alike maintained.

ton.

The ldustrial awakening at the
south reads like the story of Aladdin's lamp. Soil, climate, water power, coal, iron, stone, timber, cotton,
petroleum and other advantages are
there to stimulate manufacturing re
gardless of tariff schedules. Here are
some figures from one of the leading
industrial publications of the coun
try that challenge and stagger the
imagination.
In a hazy sort of way many per
sons in the north have long been
aware that' the southern states are
giving their northern sisters a close
race in the fight for industrial hon
ors. The fact is, however, that In the
course of the last quarter of a century the progress made by the 'new
south' has been little short of phe
nomenal. This will be readily appre
ciated by all who glance over the fol
lowing
examples
of
commercial
growth. The figures for 1880 are from
the government census of that year,
and those for 1905 have been obtained
by R. H. Edmunds, the editor of the
Manufacturers' Record:
"From $257,000,000 invested in capi
tal for factories to $1,500,000,000; increase, $1,243,000,000.
"From $457,000,000 yearly value of
products of factories to $1,750,000,000;
increase, $1,293,000,000.
"From $21,000,000 capital Invested
in
in cotton mills to $225,000,000;
crease, $204,000,000.
"From $313,000,000 annual value of
cotton crop to $680,000,000; increase,

It was an oligarchy, but it was a
proud magistracy, jealous of Its power
and tenioid more jealous 01 us nonor.
By a system then universal and that
yet maintains in Connecticut
and
Rhode Island, the legislative appor
tionment gave the coast counties of
the barons Immense numerical a Or
vantage over the Piedmont section In
the general assembly, and the legisla
ture of South Carolina was the ruler
of South Carolina.
The people
voted at the polls for members of the
national congress, for state legisla
tors, and for county executive officials
and no other officials. Even as late
as 1860 the presidential electors who
cast the vote of South Carolina were
appointed by the legislature of the

state.

The great war of 1861 was followed
by the era of reconstruction, when
South Carolina was humiliated as
none of her sister cotton states was
and as no otner people were anywhere
or in any age. Her vhlte population
were made subject to their former
slaves of an Inferior race, and not
only was the government the meanest
imaginable, but It was the costliest
imaginable. The men who paid the
taxes were not allowed to vote, and
tne men who administered the gov
ernment were entirely irresponsible.
Of course such a condition could only
be maintained by the sword. That
South Carolina, beaten and bankrupt,
overthrew this usurption after years
or oppression is one of the miracles
of Saxon history. Nowhere else is
the insatiate appetite and Indomlna
ble resolution for the mastery im
planted In the breast of the Anglo-Saxon, so vividly illustrated
as it
was in Sout)- - Carolina the decade
1865-'7Again the old families got
control and held it until Benjamin R
iiilman rose and smote the oligarchy,
and on its wreck and ruin reared the
democracy that there now maintains
as it does in no otner commonwealth
of the entire American sisterhood. At
some time in the future I hope to try
to relave the story of that Titanic
struggle, the result of which was to
put the political power of South Carolina into the keeping of tne people
of south Carolina and to make ben
Jamin R. Tillman a more iotentla
factor in the affairs of South Carolina, hen Rutlejie or Laurens, Hayne
or Calhoun, lcl)uffle or Hammond
Hamilton or Butler had ever been.
Tl.e speech of Mr. Johnson to which
referred was delivered In the nation
al
of representatives, Juue 28
l'.iOG. His theme, too, was South Caro
lina; but it was industrial, rather
than political, in charrter. He began
with an eulogy ,f h:a state at once
modest aud lofty. There was no effort ut declamation or riietoric; it was
not an oration; it whs only a simple
statement of tacts. First ho made
to the marked individuality of
hi people, the iutensiiy with whlcn
tney feel, the binceii y with which
they avow, and the intrepidity witu
which they act. He then called attention to the polity of iv,uth Carolina
forbidding divorce, the only Unglish- peaking community on the globe that
loes, and perhaps in tio other community in the world a;.1 the person
I

h'.-us-

tri-but- e

$367,000,000.
"From 225,000 bales of cotton used
in southern cotton mills to 2,163,000;
increase, 1,938,000 bales.
From $39,000,000 yearly lumber
product to $250,000,000;
increase,
$211,000,000.
'From 397,000 tons of pig Iron pro- udced to 3,100,000 tons; increase, 2,- -

tons.
From $261,000,000 yearly value of
exports abroad to $555,000,000; in
crease. $294,000,000.
From $660,000,000 yearly value of
farm products to $1,750,000,000; In
crease, $1,090,000,000.
"From 20,600 miles of railroad to
60,000 miles increase, 39,400 miles.
"From 179,000 barrels of petroleum
produced to 42,495,000; increase, 42,- 316,000 barrels.
From 43 cot ton-o- il
mills to 780;
Increase, 735 mills.
From $800,000 capital invested in
cotton-o- il
mills to $54,600,000; in
crease, $33,800,000
"From 667.000 spindles in cotton
mills to 9,205,000; increase. 8,538,000
spindles.
"From 211,377 tons of phosphate
mined yearly to 1,087,428; Increase,
876,051 tons.
"From 397,776 tons of coke produced
yearly to 6,244,18o; increase, 5,846,409
tons.
To crown it all, from $3,051,000,000
assessed property valuation to
increase, $3,449,000,000, or
an average increase of $138,000,000
for the twenty-fiv- e
years."
703,000

either house more faithful to his du
ties. I have never missed him on the
floor when a sitting began. I have
never heard of a congressman more
faithful to whnt are come to be called
"departmental duties." He Is not a
genius like McDufflc, not an orator
like William U Yancey, but n plnln,
blunt, downright man, who feels all
he says and says all he feels and does
as his heart and conscience direct.
South Carolina owes him a debt of
gratitude for his recent speech on her
energies and her industries.

National League.

th

Some Facts About the Institution Established at
Las Vegas.

AH
R. H. E.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 22, 1906.

HOSPITAL

FRATERNAL

& nmiaH

Twenty-Sixt- h

WONDER

NEW MEXICO

Fraternal Organizations May
Take Part In Benefits of
the Institution.

Pittsburg
8 15 1
7
Brooklyn
9 3
Philllppi
Batteries Llefleld.
and
Phelps; Strlcklett,
Mclntyre, Bergen
The following is part of an article
and Ritter.
R. H.E. appearing In the August number ot
At Chicago
4
Chicago
5 2 the Sovereign Visitor, the official or
orld:
2
New York
6 0 gan of the Woodmen of the
The property of the National Fra
Batteries Brown and Kllng. Ames
ternal Sanatorium association is comand Bowerman.
posed or one thousand (1,000) acres
or ground, with several buildings.
American League.
R. II. E. The main building Is what has been
At Philadelphia
i3
1
2 1 known as the Montezuma Hotel. It
St. Louis
three-stor- y
building, and contains
1
3 0 a
Philadelphia
is also an outside
Batteries Howell
and Spencer, 110 rooms. There
club house.
as
building
the
known
Bender and Powers.
One win of the hotel building will
R. H.E.
At Washington
hospital, to
0 3 0 be used as a detention
Washington
on
2
9 0 which ail patients will be admitted
Cleveland
kept until they are
Batteries Hughes
and Warmer; their arrival and
classified and permanently disopsed of
Rhoads and Bemis.
by th physician In charge. Bed cases
Second game
building,
2 8 1 will be retained in the hotel
Washington
6 2 while walking cases wil be cared for
1
Cleveland
The club house w.u
Batteries Patten and Wakefield; In tent cottages.
be used as an administration build
Hess and Buelow.
,
R. H. E. ing.
At Boston
The location of the grounds is six
'.
5 12 1
Boston
egas. New Mexico
2 7 0 miles from Las
Detroit
is reached every twenty minutes
Batteries
Dineen and Carlgan; and
by electric cars.
Selver and Payne.
By the terms of agreement with tne
York
At New York Chieaso-Nethe association must take
game postponed on account of rain. donors,
charge
of
the property not later han
games
tomorrow.
Two
July 1, 1906, and have everything
ready for the reception and care of
Western League.
R. H.E. patients not later tnan July 1, litob.
At Omaha
As the hotel building and adinist ra
11 13 1
Omaha
5 10 2 tion building are bare of furniture It
Denver
will be necessary to expend quite a
Carnes and Gondlng; sum
Batteries
of money for this purpose. It is
Paige and Weygardt.
R. H. E. estimated that it will require $50,000
At Lincoln
9 15 2 for this purpose.
Lincoln
The association is chartered under
2 10 3
Sioux City
McKay
.inran; the laws of the state of Illinois, and
and
Batteries
is not to be conducted for profit.
Jackson, Hess and Freese.
Any Fraternal order can become a
R. H.E.
At Des Moines
the
12 16 3 member of this association by
Des Moines
1 payment of J5O0.00.
11 14
Pueblo
manngtment of the Sanatorium
Manske and Wolfe; Is The
Batteries
visited In a board of fifteen trustees
Henly and Hennicker.
who are elected by me
Fraternal
orders connected with the association.
American Association.
Dr. Ira XV. Porter, sovereign physician
At Kansas City
4 of the Wooamen of toe World, Is one
Kansas City
He is also one of the
2 of the trustees.
Indianapolis
committee,
executive
which has
Minneapolis
At
charge of the affairs of the sanatorium
Minneapolis
in
the interim between tne meeting
6
Columbus
of the board of trustees.
.
At Milwaukee
The association is to be supported
4
Milwaukee
by
voluntary contributions from these
3
Louisville
societies. There is no limit to the
At St. Paul
6 amount that a society may contribute
St. Paul
0 annually to the association.
Toledo
The number of patients that eacn
society or order may send to the sanWouldn't It Shock Ye?
atorium will be limited by the amount
(There is criticism or Iowa girls
order contributes to the associaworking in the sugar beet fields it in that
tion.
overalls. News item.)
The charge for care and treatment
My sakes alive, Just think of It,
of patients will be placed at. or as
That Iowa girls so sweet
near actual cost as posible.
It is
Will go afield in overalls
thought at this time that this charge
The fit of which is neat.
will be between 17.00 and 12.00 per
And thereby bring a rosy blush
week.
beet!
each
red
of
face
To the
Care and treatment of patients includes table board and lodging, medAnd That's No Pipe.
In fact
By the way, we said in one of our ical attention and nursing.
attention and care that patients
recent Issues that Cen. Obere had re- every
signed as superintendent of the pipe receive at sanatoriums of like char
line, but upon looking over the pro- acter.
As soon as the sanatorium is ready
ceedings of the council we find his
resignation was not accepted. Purn it, to receive patients due and timely nothereof will be published In the
there's one more of our incompetency. tice
Sovereign Visitor.
Waverly (Minn.) Tribune.

Joseph T. Johnson was born In
Laurens county. South Carolina, in
1858, some seven months before Theodore Roosevelt was liorn in New
York.
He was a poor boy, but not
friendless. Indeed, he had some excellent and powerful friends sobriety, morality, industry, frugality, hon
esty, among them.
lie companionship of these qualities Is worth more
than the influence of a thousand in
fluential friends at court. Daily young
Johnson earned his living in the
sweat of his face and the industry
and promptitude of the boy to this
day chiiraterize the man. He managed to make his way through college
an liU'oamu a lawyer In 1 ss:i. He Ke pt
He kept
uad became a lawyir In
him. Ho never tricked a court or a
client, and lie never lied to a jury.
He was always where his duty beckoned, and In r.too he was returned to
congress and was
the
twice
I have never known a member of
Kit'y-seven-

At Pittsburg

CITIZEN.

NEW MEXICO NATIONAL

PHILANTHROPIC

In 1880 the number of spindles In
cotton mills at the south was 667,000
and the capital invested was $21,000,- 000; now the spindles are 9,470,000
and the capital behind them is $230,- 000.000.
South Carolina is the Becond
state in the Union In the manufacture
of cotton fabrics, Massachusetts being
the first; but the man is now old
enough to vote who will see more cotton fiber turned Into cotton cloth in
South Carolina than In all New England combined.
Why should New
England, where there are six months
of winter, spin and weave cotton
grown In South Carolina where there
is no winter at all? For a long time
it was said that the finer grades of
cotton fabric could not be produced
at the south, but the experience of
South Caroliua has uptripped that notion completely. They are making
twelve yards of cotton goods from one
pound of lint cotton in South Carolina
at this very moment. The day Is not
distant when even Old England must
yield to the cotton mills of the south.

1

EVENING

i

mi
ALBUQUERQUE

.

"It's a funny t'lng, dis law is. I.ook
whut Jimmy, de Fox, is up against."
"Whut?"
"He gits five years fer breakln" int'
a house an' a year extry fer breakln'
out uv Jail. '

Galveston's Sea Wall .
makes life now as safe In that city as
on the higher uplands. E. W. Ooodloe,
who resides on Dutton street, in
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
fety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Discovery for consump
Why Is This Thus?
tion the past five years and it keeps
me well and safe. Before that time
When Maggie wears her open-worI had a cough wntcu for years had
The people atop to gaze;
But when sne's in her bathing suit
been growing worse. Now Its gone,
No one to watch her stays.
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
"I see that steak has been put. up whooping cough and prevents pneuIn Chicago. '
monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot
"Huh, those reckless Chicago pawn tie guaranteed at all druggists. Price
brokers will advance money on any 50c and 1. Trial bottle free.
thing."
$22.00 Chicago to New York and Re
"Make Ha While the un Shines."
turn, via Lake Shore.
There is a lesson In the work of the
Tickets on sale August 23 and 29
thrifty farmer. Ho knows that the good returning until September 4. For
bright sunshine may last but a day full particulars call or write Erwin
and he prepares for the showers Tears, C. P. A., 1017 Seventeenth at.
which are so liable to follow. So It Denver, Colo. W. J. Lynch,. Passenshould be with every household. Dys ger traffic manager, Chicago.
entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
The End of The World
without warning. Chamberlain s uonc of troubles
that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, whic'fl of Bear Grove,
la., of aa usefulness,
Is the best known medlc'.ae for these came when be began taking
Electric
diseases, should always be kept at Bitters. He writes: "Two years
ago
hand, as Immediate treatment is nec kidney trouble caused me great suffessary, and delay may prove fatal. For ering, which I would never have sursale by all druggists.
vived had I not taken Electric Bit
They also cured me of general
TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER ters.
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
FOR NEXT WINTER liver and kidney complaints, blood dis
TO STOCK
eases, headache, dizziness end weak
W. H. HAHN & CC.
ness or bodily decline. Price BOC. Guar
anteed by all druggists.
Try a Citizen want advertisement
k

September

1

7th to 22nd,

'H

906.

10,000 in Purses for Horse Races
Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby Show.
Jersey 8tock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Display.
Flower Parade.
Montezuma Ball.
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream 8take, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
Race.
Ladles' Half-Mil- e

Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century t
bat nothing like this

P
mJi

'

Reduced Rates
on all Railroads

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

DENVER

(In effect July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
a. m., departs o:zo a, m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:51
p. m.. departs iz:us a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Ex
press, arrives t:46 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:8s
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
No. 7. Mexico & California Express,
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs x:4&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and sll Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all line east and west.
Tims as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.

p. m.

Southbound.
No. 27 El
P. m.

Paso train, departs at

12:35

Local freight train, . No. 89, south
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and car
.
rles passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7: -- J
a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 8 runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T. E. PURDY, Agent
.

SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,

PULLMAN

CHAIR CARS.
On all

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

D.$M.systein
SANTA FEJ&RANCH

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

...

Effective December J 0,1 905
Eastbound.
No. 426.

3:00 am

4:35am

WestbounH.

Stations.
Pueblo

Santa Fe Central Railway System

No. 425.
11:05

pu

9:40pm
7:30 am
7:00 pm
Bapanola
12:51pm
1:26 pm
11:00am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30pm
3:00 pm
Barranca
11:36 pm
4:02 pm
Bervllleta
10:29 pm
4:32pm
10:00pm
Tres Piedraa
6:45 pm
Antonito
8:10 pm
8:30 pm
6:40 am
Alamosa
2:11pm
12:26 pra
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
Fast
ot the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M.. with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.,
Special attention given to handling of 'passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N.-Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
I. B. VJRIM3HAW.
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. ttnr.
,
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
.
A. h. GRIMSHAW.
J. P. LYNO.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt- Traveling Frt. and Pass. Art-SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES

Connections.
At Antonito. for Duranco. SUvertoi
and Intermediate points.
At AJamo&a, for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points, via either the
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
or thA narrow
via SaJida. mak
ing the entire trip in daylight and
MERCHANT TAILORING
passing through the FAMUUa Buii-GORGthe
Also for all points on
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Creede branch.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMa. 8. BARNEY. Traveling Freigni
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
and Passenger Agent.
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A..
My merchant tailoring snop Is upDenver Colo.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage ot
Rollo and His Father.
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasWltlst,
Q
as I have tad fifteen years' exmekl)00
'"U'lml la
futher?" usked Rollo. as they were perience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
walking down town one day.
"Er hum, as far as 1 can juuge repaired. The specific I use will not
erudite cent lelliun Injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
Hnlln" KHi.i ih
pipping Just also cleaned and walking skirts made
glancing casually at
u to order. Give me a trial.
passing, "it s an openwork waist
O. BAMBINI.
most of the goods left out.

O

Ik K

1

A Mystery Solved.
"How to keep off periodic attacks of
They orvrmme Weaknrnv
and habitual constipation
lairitr uJ oiiU."i.its,iiicr-vitr biliousness
t'f nuihlrui-IMti.sums llti"H " sm
was a mystery that Dr. King's New
T'f j arc lll'e tottYrr !
Life Pills solved for me," writes John
toytrUat omniiH'tl. ttiuuitf
Vf !mt ut ol urarnim ml body, ho
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. The
(UaU
knuwu rrllirtty f'T 4iinrn
life
m
h
in
only
pills that are guaranteed to give
i'ftiiiift
1
ft
ir bum perfect satisfaction
to everybody or
Htiiti hy ill uififUlat.
inn
lv
HOTT CHEMICAL C0..i,1'
money refunded, only 25o at all
ANN & SON.
FOU SALE BY

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL

PILLS
Irrt-irt- t

"

tru-iu-

.

CD

J

.

f

'

xCCX)tOOe)0
DO YOU KNOW

Thai the day of planes oelng a luxury
has passed, and that they are now a
necessity. If you don't know it call
in at our store, examine our world-famoline of goods, and you will
then understand.
We are sole representatives of Chlc-keri& Sons, Everett, Kim!ja!l and
other well known makes.
All pianos reduced in price for next
ten days.
THE WHlTSON MUSIC CO.
114 South Second Street.
us

Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
No one can reasonably hope for
good digestion when the howtls are
constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed- wardsville, III., says:
suffered from
s
chronic constipation and stomach
for several years, but, thanks to
ChamUerlaln's Stomach and Liver Tab- lets, am almost cured." Why not get
a package of these tablets and get
well and tay well ' Price 25c. Sam- pies free. FT sa'.d by ail druggists.
tru-ble-

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 22,

Most Anything

ELKS OPERA HOUSE

News and no new are both bad
news for poor little Nick.
Word From Josh Wise.
Kind words never drove away
nuisance.
A

"Lovers and Lunatics"

Another punishment for anarchists
would be to cut off their garlic and
beer.

The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

Benefit of Highland' Methodist Church

I

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1006

,

'

Loan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10, 15,. or
period.
Total cost, age 25, only $46.30.
Other amounts in same proportion.
For particulars address or see

B. BCHWENTKER,
r.Nmvr

Mmnmfr tor

A

WRECK

ONE

IN

SUN KINKS
Engineers Cannot Prevent
Spreading Ralls In Hot
Weather.
According to railroad men whose
business it is to look after the tracks,
only about one in twenty of the
wrecks which occur are due to sun
kinks, says the New York Times.
"It's like the doctor's 'heart failure,' " said one track engineer. "After
.tV wreck the track Is torn up and
the cars lie in pieces. Then somebody
asks the conductor or the engineer
what did it. Thev don't know half
the time. They don't know. Some
am called upon to Investigate
times
the cause of a wreck and, after the
most exhaustive examination, I am
forced to say that I cannot find out.
But at the scene of the wreck, when
the reporters come around and ask
questions, there Is always somebody
with the easy answer sun.'
"Of course, wrecks are caused by
the action of the sun's heat upon the
rails," said another track engineer.
"It is very hard to guard against
them absolutely. If the rails are laid,
say, in zero weather, about a half an
inch is allowed between them. If they
are laid wnen the mercury is at 40
or 50, approximately a quarter of an
inch is allowed. If they are put down
in the hottest part of the summer they
are laid practically end to end.
"Maybe tne calculation that fills the
expansion of most of the raws win
not fit another in a stretcn of track.
"
Then a hot summer day comes. The
track walker and section gang do not
see that the rails are getting too close
together. It happens also that the
is not quite as good as it
ought to be at the point where there
The rails get to1s the most strain.
gether and expand still more. Something has to give way, and the rails
buckle outward. Maybe the track
buckles so much that a train will run
off. Maybe the next train Is coming
so fast that the engineer doesn't notice it in time. There are some other
maybes.
"There you have the circumstances
of a wreck really due to sun kinks,
as the newspapers call them. You see
the number of things that coincide to
bring about the wreck. You must understand why It Is, too, that a real,
sun kink is a thing
of rare occurrence.
"Several years ago i was riding on
a freight train, and, looking ahead,
saw that tne track had buckled outward. The train was stopped, and I
saw a real case of the sun kinks.
"I couldn't find anybody on whom
tne blame could be laid. The rails
were spiked and bolted properly, the
ballasting seemed to be fairly good,
and the rails a little further down
the line were properly spaced. It may
have happened that somebody's slight
miscalculation as to the ex pan si
of one or two particular rails
had caused the kinks.
how
"The public doesn't know
closely the tracks of a big railroad
are watched. Even down south and
out west, railroads have the walkers
to Inspect every ioot of the tracw
once a day. In addition to mat, the
section gangs are bound to go over
almost every foot of the track each
day in going to and from work ou the
hand cars. The longest section Is not
more than six miles, and on a two or
four track system the sections are
verj short, and men are constantly
going over them.
"Nevertheless, wrecks do sometimes
result from the development of sun
kinks and rallroaug are now experimenting wua 3o or ii) different types
An
of
is
designed to reduce to the niiulinu.ii
the chance of a track buckling on a
hot day. The tracks usually buckle
outward, and the
are designed to exert force, in a pinch,
against that. The
hravy
shouders rett against the side of a
tie and are boned to the rail. When
the tendency comes to buckle it is
met by the combined strength of the
there being two or three
to (very rail.
even then," continued
Hut
the
track engineer, "the force of the
buckling may be so enormous that
loose and
it tears the
swings the track outward. No road
that I know of nas as yet decided
that they are of sufficient help to Justify their adoption all along the line."
g

ve-ne-

anti-creep-
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COMPARISON

OF RAIL.
ROADS HERE AND IN

Germany

An American

By

Citizen,
That

Was Traveling In
Country and Speaks From
Observation.

Who

Room

i, N. T. Armljo

Mexico and

Bldg.

Northern

20

...
iuuy

.
.
...
juu as to ijumuj. nm
same grade of goods.
Ouf repair ehop Is In the hands of skilled men and
j- - all necessary armltances for dolnr tho

W. Y. Morgan in his letttr from
Germany to the Hutchinson News
speaks of the railroad fare and accommodations In that section of the
country and compares wages. It is
extremely interesting as well as Important Rt this ime when we consider the agitation for reduction of
rates on railroads In this state and
country. The letter closes as follows:

yt

rd

'

one-tihr-

so,

know, we say
(Ky) Times.

too!

--

bolstering, trimming and painting.

Inte Heated Term.

Albuquerque

Arlmonm

very high

"You ought to go over to Kidder's
some evening at dinner time. It's a
treat sight to see his eight children
at that dinner table."
"It must be. Kidder speaks of it as
the multiplication table."
Danger

of a Big City.

It behooves one to pause and ponder
before crossing a street In the busi-

ness portion of Bellefontalne nowa
days.
Street cars and pleasure
wagons are not so few and far between as they used to be. Bellefontalne (O.) Examiner.

ni

Dr.

-

I

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: Saaftlan
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Irom treats
let'
Buildings.
mmpmlrm on Mining and Mill Machinery m paclalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Ibaqaerc.ae, m. m.

FOR SALE

Major Hamra, editor and manager of
the Constitutionalist, Emmlnence, Ky.,
when he was fiercely attacked, four
years ago, by piles, bought a box of
Bucklen's Arnica Salve, of wHch he
says: "it cured me In ten dfcs and
no trouble since." Quickest healer of
burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
at all druggists.
o

A Citizen Want ad does

CURE ths LUNC8

Dr. King's

j

roa.lS

2-

Price

0NSUMPTI0N

Cleveland. Ohio!
BY S. VANN & SON.

U.

OUGHSand

J.

0C0000

K0OO9O99O9OOmO9O99O9O9

KORBER

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

SIMON

COLORADO

&

CO.,

!

"

Wholesale and Retail, Albcqaerqne

WE FILL

WEDDINQ

PRESCRIPTIONS

CAKES A SPECIALTY.
We desire patronage and we guar- -

To

207 South

Duluth

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE-NU- E,
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

First Street. Albuquerque.

j

j

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

AND THE NORTHWEST.

t. a.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Ex PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND
changed.
BRUSHES.
Leather,
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Second Street, between Railroad and DuBters, Whips, Axle Oils. etc. Pal
Copper Avenue.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks.' Caen paid for Hides and
Pelts.
THIRD STREET
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

Thos. F. Keleher

ONE NIGH7
To
MINNEAPOLIS,
FORT DODGE,

cp to

lucero
dFe signs

208 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
ST. PAUL,
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Memphis, Vicksburg,
Evansville, Ind.;
of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack- All Kinds
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- ESteam 8ausage Factory.
with Raaoe & Mauger.
sonville, Fla., and ell other points in
NOTARY PUBLIC.
the south and southeast.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Office, 115 North First 8L
Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St., Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
&
Commercial Agt
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL EST ATX,
THE CELEBRATED
LOANS.
Automatic phone 4S1.
General Repair Shoe.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stovee repaired.
TOTI A OR

Meat Market

a.

W. E,

A. SLEYSTER

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

RANKIN

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
na cigars, riace your orders for
this linn with in
NORTH THIRD STREET.

0. W. Strong's Sons

A. E. WALKER,

8TRONO BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

CO.

API

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

Bottled In Bond.

MAUGER

WOOL

L. H. SHOEMAKER

riRE

INSURANCE.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

Secretary Mutual Building i.soet
tlon. Office at 217 West Kxllroae

UNDERTAKERS

MELINI & EAKIN

Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

avenue.

M.

and

MONUMENTS

Automatic Phone, 199.

ZOl-t-

I

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
TREES; PUBLIC
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16.fxi0; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

.

WRITE TO U8 AT ONCE.

the work.

BE LEX IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE. OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING
2AST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
TASO AND TEXAS.
1,1mm)
BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
H0 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND

ft

PIONEER BAKERY

FROM

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

u4

f

wr- -

B,

on sale to nearly
all points in Kansas, Missouri, Iowa,
Illinois, Nebraska, Minnesota, Dakotas,
Wisconsin, also to Memphus, Tenn.
Dates of Sale August 23, 24, 25, final
return limit October 31. Call at ticket
office for particulars.
r. E. PURDtY, Agent.

hIKCOS0OSC
KK000Cseoos0
Its Location

-

I
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60c $1.00
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Quickest
Cure for all
Surest and
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-Uior MONEY BACK.

Cheap Rates
to the East

In Self Defense

Lightning Hay Presses at Vety Low Prices

Now Discovery

THE SHORT LINE

CHICAGO.

SCREEN DOORS

WITH

lTop.

Illinois Central

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

KILLthe COUCH

. V.

MANUFACTURING CO..

Machine Works

at her parlors, No.
West Railroad avenue. Is prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, tre--t corns,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives mass sge treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the comnlexlon.
and Is guaranteed not to be Injurious.
She also prepares a hair tonic that
General Betiding SappHes
cures and prevents dandruff and hair
railing out; restores life to dead hair:
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also
face powder, a freckle
Both Phone
Third and MarquetU
cure and pimple cure and nlla cure,
All of theje preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have Juft added a vibrator machine for treatment
of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles,
have received a car load of Lightning presses and in order to sell
It is also used for rheumatism, pains themWe
right out we will make a very low price, based on
spot cash cost to
ana massage
us and car load bright.
and

William' Indian Pile

will cure Mind,
imminent
'HlptMltnir
nri
Itrhlm
ila. ll ahanrluilhariimnM
ftlluys the ltcbing al once, acts
t m LVUIUI.i
Kites JIllUMb rv
lief. Dr. Willtoms'InrllBnPlleOlnt.
Innnt lBimin.Mil tnw Plln. ami I ,
lng of the private parts. Every box la
ny uniirRism, py man on reurrnni-euceipt of price. M cent and SI.OO. WltLllMS
i-

Foundry and

P HALL, Proprlotor

Mrs. Bambini,

aspirations."
"Yes. and lie's a rising young man."
All of which was not many degrees
from the truth.

Ring up, write or call.

CORNER Or FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

209

"That young Mercury has

Is equipped with

Albuquerque Carriage Co

year

Write For Agency.

McDowell

,

pruiei-i-

hio-hn-

th

TWENTY FROM

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling fcy
means of defective
material or workman--1
hln will be made rood
without expense to the
owner, IrrespectlTe of.
ume oi service, idjs.
to prices, you can't beat ours on the
i

A $2,000.00 policy provides
$2,000.00 In case of death.
$200.00 per year for ten years In case of total disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.

In the Hall of Hatbeens.
Shaw, secretary of the treasury, of
M.
Unanimously
elected Leslie

Word from Josh Wise.
"Th" gal with too many irons In th'
The second class railroad fare In
Germany is a little over two cents fire's liable ter scorch her bangs
a mile. On the government roads In niore'n curl 'em."
Sweden it is two and one-sixcents
It Is reported that Mabel Oilman
a mile. Freight rates on government
Corey. Miss Oilman
roads are discriminative, according to will not marry
knows a Pittsburg millionthe reports, and one of the political probably
make a first class
issues In Germany is whether
the aire doesn't
government shall continue to charge
a less rate to encourage factories on
This'll Square It.
their products or raise those rates and
We omitted to mention last week
lower the tariff on farm products. that M. J. Mosler had gone to Akley
Freight rates are probably
higher on business. Bruce (Minn.) correthan with us, though as they have spondence.
about as many different "classifications" as our railroads have It re'I can't stand the smell of those
quires an expert to tell Just what the Egyptian cigarettes."
rates are, and then he has to "approx"Oh, It Isn't so bad. Did you ever
imate." The cities usually own the know an Egyptian?"
street railways and the fare is less
Generally Fatal.
than with us. But a German motor-ma- n
and
Well, the locusts, . andidates
in Cologne gets 90 cents a day,
and after he has been in the service other diseases have killed nearly all
so many years 95 cents a day. A rail- of our hogs. Curtisville (Tenn.) Corroad guard, (a brakeman and conduct- respondence.
or combined) gets' 80 cents a day. An
One spring bnk derk knife
Lost
engineer draws about $1.50 a day.
pair
a
of small scissors. Reward
and
None of these wages is more than 50c each delivered
to Thousandsticks
one-thiwhat is paid in our coun-tr- office. Ad. in Hyden
(Ky.)
So It is hardly fair to compare
German, Swedish or other railroad
charges in Europe with those of
Tom Doesn't Use Old Paint.
America, when their roads are surTom Sanders, of Chagrin Falls, Is
rounded by dense populations, furnish putting a new coat of paint on the
less convenience and comfort and only church. South Newburg Correspondpay
d
the wages. The only ence, Chagrin Falls (O.) Exponent.
things that are cheaper in Europe
than with us are those in which the
"Do you think the automobile will
element of wages enters, and the wool, ever drive out the horse?"
the cotton nnd the tinwares, and the
"No, there'll always lie a demand
meat and lard are Just as high or for horses as long as we have
higher.
The railroad bridges, tracks and
roadbeds are better in Europe than
The most unfortunate thing In the
in America, a fact that helps account breaking out of the revolution In Rusfor the few accidents. Another pre- sia is that It caused Maxim Gorky
ventative of accidents is that It is gen- to break out over here.
erally a crime for a man to go on a
station platform without a t Icket,
Fair Warning.
cross the tracks except at a regular
Jesse Sizemore is to sing at Bethcrossing, get on or off the train when any next Sunday. Kyles Ford, (Tenn)
In motion, or try to ride without paycorrespondence.
ing fare. In fact, as near as I can
figure it out, the law in Germany and
"Wouldn't you like to have one of
most European countries
makes a those doughnuts your mother made
man guilty of crime If he gets In the when you were a kid?"
way of the cars. Therefore, they are
"No, I wouldn't. The doughnuts my
very careful and do not have the mother made when I was A kid would
American habit of taking chances. lf be like cobblestones by this time."
a man is hurt by an American railway the Jury generally gives him damWell, Let It Go as One.
ages. If a man should get hurt by a
A kind of tragedy occurred on the
German train I suppose they would Shlpman farm last week. A steer got
put him in Jail for violation of the caught between the boards of a hay
law. Both methods have their disad- rack and died before being discovered.
vantages.
Silver Lake (Minn.) Correspond
ence.
ANOTHER RAILROAD MAN
IN JAIL IN MEXICO
J. Booker Redd is Quoted.
Yesterday Acting Ameircan Consul
J. Booker Redd, one of Henrv-co'- s
Brlckwood of Nogales, Sonora, went good citizens, a man with backbone
to Santa Ana to investigate the im- and moral courage, told us when he
prisonment at that place of Locomot- paid for his third year's subscription
ive Engineer Perry of the Sonora rail- always in advance that the man who
road. About ten days ago, while En- would subscribe and read the naner
gine!.
Perry was doing switch duty and not pay for it was "Well, you
at Santa Ana a drunk Indian, crawled
under a car to find a shady place to
sleep, had a leg cut off. Cars being
backed onto a side track by the engine Mr. Perry was running, bumped
into the cars under which the 'Indian
was lying. Report reached Nogales
that Mr. Perry was sick and efforts
are being made to have him released
either under bond or through trial.
Mr. Brlckwood returned
last night.
Though under arrest Engineer Perry
Is not held close prisoner, but is given
me ireeuom or the town. Nogales
Oasis.
Round Trip Tickets

This Strong
Guarantee

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset? 1
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

Tillman says the railroads have
stolen millions. If so, they have Infringed upon Standard Oil's rights,
and had better have a care.
An order against talking politics
has been issued at the Kankakee. 111.,
hospital for the Insane. Fine place
in which to talk, politics, too.

General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

PAGE SEVEN

A QUESTION !

We c"n get puny near anything we
wunt If we wunt it bad enough.

Thursday Evening, August 30, 1906
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.
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DRAGOIE

.
Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, IM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of We
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

a

COME

TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

9mmit9m9m
K000OSK0voaeCHIoOt0

A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

1m- -

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 TER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

WM. EERGER, Sec'y,
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EVENING CITIZEN.

WEDNESDAY!

ing his eyes through car windows
upon acres after acres of corn ann
THEY TASTE LIKE "THE REAL
cotton fields, anil before returning to
OYSTERS
his duties here will visit friends in THING" SEALSHIPT
BECAUSE
THEY
ARE
FRESH,
Dallas, Texas.
AND
CLEAN
FREE FROM DOPE.
Come to the "Pink and White" ao- - FRESH 8HIPMENT RECEIVED
cial given by J. O. C. data, First M.
8AN JOSE MARKET.
TRAIN ARRIVALS.
E. church, Thursday eveninj, Aug. a.
TOO LATE TO
CLARIFY
Buy a pair of our stylish low shoe?
Noa. 2 and ft of yesterday, 7:05 p. in.
instead of trying to get through the
Nos. 2 and 8 of today. 10:15 p. m.
At. once, girl to learn
balance of the summer with your old WANTED
No. 4 Is annulled.
dress making. Mrs. C. E. Starr, 613
and
out
them
closing
ones.
p.
8
are
m.
We
1,
No.
First
West Copper avenue.
the prices we quote are but InsignifSecond No. 1, 8:10 p. m.
satisfaction
the
with
icant
compared
No. 7, 12.35 a. in.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
and comfort they give. C. May's Shoe BREAD and take no other.
Regular meeting of the Elks to- Store, 311 West Railroad avenue.
night.
WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
Socorro had another slight earthSE
APPLE"
"SEEDLESS
ORCHARD
quake last night.
N. W. ALCER,
AT SMALL COST?
Dr. W. D. Radcliff was up from He124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
ITS
CURED
&
len this morning on business.
Auditor O. M. Smith of the Harvey
MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
HOF.
system Is registered at the Alvarado.
AT THE
BRAU. ON DRAUGHT,
ONE OF THE BEST CITIES IN OK WHITE ELEPHANT.
NOW IN OUR 8TORE. EVERY
L. A. Hughes, a wool buyer at SanLAHOMA,
SURROUNDED BY
ta Fe, is registered at the Alvarado.
ONE
IS NEW AND UP TO
FOR STRICTLY FIRST CLASS,
4 RICH AGRICULTURAL
THERE ISN'T ANY BETTER
Mrs. J. N. Coffin returned last even
DATE. IN THE RACE FOR SUDRESSMAKING,
SEE
COUNTRY,
ing from a pleasant outing spent on
MADE. WE HAVE CONTRACTPREMACY WE KEEP OUR
5,
ROOM
MADAME
PROUDFIT,
the Rio Pecos.
ED
FOR A MUCH
Walter H. Shawnee, a
LARGER
E
GRANT BUILDING.
ON ADVA. ICED 8TYLE8
Mrs. Aaron Gray, of North Fifth Shawnee Indian of Oklahoma, passed
STOCK THIS FALL THAN WE
AND
WE ALWAYS
HAVE
street, left this morning for a visit through the city last night for
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
DID
LAST 8PRING.
THE
THEM.
to friends at Pueblo, Colo.
and from there goes by stage to BREAD and take no other.
STOCK WILL PROVE TO BE
at Fort
John F. Fullerton, representing the the White River Indian agency now
Aak for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
in
THE BEST AND MOST COMWalter Is
Capital Life Insurance company of Apache, Arizona.
classified Indian school service BREAD and take no other.
PLETE OF ANY SEASON.
Colorado, Is In the city from Socorro. M
Fthe government, and has been back
PRICES
The Laidea Aid society of the First to Shawnee, Oklahoma, on a visit to
DO IT NOW. 8TOCK THAT COAL
M. E. church will meet at the parlors
SUMMER
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
his wife and children.
at :30. A full attendance Is desired.
A few years ao, before there was PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGJames Eakln, president of the Con- any town except a few huts and te UST ONLt. W. H. HAHN A CO.
solidated Liquor company, returned pees on the banks or t.ne Canadian
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
this mroning from a business trip river where Shawnee with 20.000 peo- WALTON'S
DRUG STORE.
south.
ple now stands, this educated Indian
empowered
commission
a
A Citizen Want ad doe the work.
of the served on
W. P. Johnson, president
Ith certain authority from the gen Try one.
American Lumber company, has requestions
turned from a brief visit to the Jemez eral government to settle
constantly coming up between the
hot springs.
whites and Indians, and one day, dur
at the
704
R.
Brown, of
Mr. and Mrs. F.
ing a session of the commission, a Champion Grocery and Meat Market
West Coal avenue, are enjoying a visit member
that some name be
The Railroad Arenus Clothier
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
e Railroad Avenue Clothier
from Mrs. J. W. Joyner and children, given to suggested
the huts and tepees as the A choice line of Imported Goods Diof Gainesville, Texas.
eglnning of a new town. Several
rect from Italy.
Dr. H. J. Rowell, surgeon of Grant names were suggested,
out none
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE
Brothers' Construction company's out- seemed to suit, until finally one of the
we handle
the - best
fits on the Rio Puerco, was an Albumembers, a well known Judge,
meats and a full line of choice gro- querque visitor over Tuesday.
and
to the other members that the
A large crowd of colored people are town be called "Shawnee" in honor
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
picnicking In the nearby mountains to of Walter H. Shawnee, a member of
The name was
day. A tallyho carrying the party left the commission.
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
adopted although protested by the
the city at 6 o'clock this morning.
AND EXCHANGED
sec
city
today
Indians,
is
and
the
the
Judge Ira A. Abbott and daughter
returned on the flyer today from a ond largest town in Oklahoma. It is
Association Offlea
pleasant visit of two months' dura- located In the heart of the rain belt.
Transaction!
njoys all the modern conveniences of
Up-to-Da- te
tion with friends at Haverhill, Mass.
Caarantaad
city
live,
progressive
without
is
and
A. V. Tegner, the contractor and any
doubt the financial center of mid ROSENFIELD'S, 118 W. R, R. Ave,
builder, has sent one of his workmen dle Oklahoma with faalf a dozen strong
Naxt Door First National Bank
20S Wost Cold Avonua
up
to
to Belen, with machinery,
dress
banking Institutions doing business in
the bowling alleys of the club of that the city. It Is surrounded by a vast
town.
agricultural region, producing corn
Mrs. Joseph Smith, of Socorro, pass and cotton In great abundance, and
ed through the city this morning, en bringing forth annually two crops of
route to Darlington, wis., where she Irlsrti potatoes and five cuttings of
will 'be the guest of old home folk for
some time.
Mrs. Ruth De Vaughn, formerly Miss
DELAYED TRAINS
Ruth Winters of this city, arrived last
AUTOMATIC RHONE 949
COLORADO PHONE 74
night from Denver and Is the guest of
her mother, Mrs. Winters, to remain
ARE NOW ARRIVING
Indefinitely.
A, J. Frank will leave tonight for
Chicago and other big eastern cities. SEVERAL PASSE DTHROUGH THIS
on business connected with some of
AFTERNOON EXPECTED TO
his Algodones enterprises. He will be
BE RUNNING REGULAR BY
absent several weeks.
TOMORROW.
J. E. Sheridan, the territorial coal
A stub train started at Seligman
mine Inspector, accompanied by his
daughter, who had been up at Den- yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock arver the past few weeks, passed rived here' this morning running as
through the city for Silver City last train No; 2.' The first train to cross
night. Mr. Sheridan Is busily engaged the wahoutg came In late this afternoon and was followed by several
these days working on his report to others,
i ae first two were delayed
be submitted to the government.
flyers.
lodge
special
meeting
A
of Mineral
Passengers aboard them had sorry
No. 4, Knights of Pythias, Is called for tales to tell of conditions wrought by
8
thla evening in the lodge room at
the washouts. Many of the stations
and you get the best
o'clock. Grand Chancellor Julius Uhl- - were so crowded that the eating
felder, of Ellaabethtown, N. M., will houses could not feed them all. The
make an official visit to the lodge and district stricken by the washouts ex
work In the first rank will be given. tend front Kingman, Ariz., to Bar- All knights are requested to be pres stow, Cal.' Seven bridges were washOeaaa0BBW'A''aBBBrAfaBBBfBBW,AO
ent.
and the AHTAJniaWAAaWAOAiAA'
ed out between Kingman
has
been
who
.Conner,
H
Dr. C.
Needles, and fifteen miles of road bed
spending the past month, at Kirks- - went out between Bagdad and
ville. Mo., attending the clinics at
Though futures on the arrival of
the American School of Osteopathy
will return to the city tonight and trains In the past have leon very er
aMajaajajaajDjnajajHBBjjjj
will at once reopen his office in the ratic. Indications this afternoon were
Barnett building. Mrs. Conner and that If no more washouts occur in
daughter, Reba, will accompany him ho meantime, trains will be running
home.
regularly again by tomorrow.
Walter Scott, the Death Valley
miner, vaa a passenger tnrough the
city on one of the delayed (rains NAVAJOS GATHERING
this afternoon, enroute to New York
Scott is quoted as saying that he was
GALORE
PINONS
on 'his way to New York to testify in
the White murder case. Scott says
that he recently prevented White HOWARD CLARKE SAYS THAT
from murdering Harry K. Thaw, who
REDS WILL COME TO FAIR
finally killed White.
WITH PLENTY OF
Mrs. L. Weldman, sister of Mr. F. H
MONEY.
private
a
Mitchell and who conducted
Howard
Clarke,
city
a
of the Benham In
short
boarding house in this
time ago, is now at South McAlester, dian Trading company, has returnea
Indian Territory, having accepted the from a pilgrimage Into the interior of
position of housekeeper at The Busby the Navajo reservation In Arizona. Mr
and HarWholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers,
hotel, which house is under the gen Clarke spent some time at Round
eral management of W. H. Cheatham, Rock, which is an agency ISO miles
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
late manager of the Alvarado. Mrs. from Gallup. He says that the Nav- her new ajoes are exceedingly prosperous this
Weldman Is well pleased
and Ammunition.
Winchester Rifles,
position and wishes to be remembered year because of a large crop of plnon
nuts. It Is the first crop they have
to her many friends of thla city.
O. D. Stewart, the tonsorial artist had In eight years, and they have
at the Alvarado barber shop. Is tak dropped all other lines of Industry to
lng a long lay-of40 1,
NorthlFlrst Street
IS 3,
and it is understood gather nuts. Last year plnons were
5,
3otftii First Street
he has asked Col. John Stein, the dl worth seventeen cents a pound. With
nuts
selling
can
an
rate
Indian
at
that
vision superintendent of the Fred
Harvey system of hotels, for an exten make $5 a day gathering them, and sit
He is now in In down the while, us the nuts fall from
sion of his lay-of- f.
dlan Territory and Oklahoma, feast the trees and are gathered from the
ground.
Mr. Clarke also stated
that the
Xavajoes who would come to the fair
this fall would bring plenty of money
with them. 1 be Navajo Is naturally a
game sport and there will likely be
some Navajo money changing hands M
ar
at the races.
i 11 11
&

LOCAL. AND

Coming In Piling Up

PERSONAL.

1

AUGUST, 22, 1908.

TO-DA-

I
Price Reduction on Low Shoes
We want to dote out every pair of our eummer ahoea before the
flrat of September In order to open the Fall teaaon with a perfectly
new atock. There are atill weeka and weeka of hot weather ahead
of ua and it will pay you to Invest In a pair of our Jight, cool ahoea,
especially at the price we are offering them.

Women's
Women's
Women'a
Women's
Women's
Women'a

Vicl Kid

2.25
3.15

....

1.55

Oxfords.....

2.50 reduced to

1.95

3.00 reduced to

2.35

Oxforda....

3.50 reduced

Hart, Schaffner

Fall Hats

Hol-broo-

1.20

....

Clothing

A Hundred
Shapes in

half-bree-

2.65

reduced to

Vicl Kid Oxforda
Vicl Kid

$1.65

1.75 reduced to
2.00 reduced to

Canvas Oxforda
Canvas Oxforda
Vicl Kid Oxforda

The New Fall

Marx

a
$2.00 reduced to
Men'a Vicl Kid Oxfords
3.00 reduced to
Men'a Vicl Kid Oxforda
Men'a Velam Calf Oxforda..... 3.50 reduced to
Men'a Patent Colt Oxforda.... 4.00 reduced to

"'iBBBBBBBBlBBBBaBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBl

1.40

to

Tigers $3.00
Stetson 4.00
Knox
5.00

$15 to $30

2.65

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter'a
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we
procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

JUST RECEIVED

Simon Stern Simon Stern

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Intl-mote- d

Enamel ware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

F. F. TROTTER
Not. 118 and 120 8outh Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RENO US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOrtK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAV. TRY US.

THc

Hickox-Maynat-- d

New

Mexico's

ALBUQUERQUE

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

Enamelware
Agricultural Implements

GO,

HARDWARE

Zearing

Shelf Hardware
Carpenter Tools

Jewelers

SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

&

Furniture Dealers

Ml

Co.
Leading

Speelman

R.R.

Fourth and Railroad A venae

MOWERS AND RAKES

Buy Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

HARDWARE.

Whitney Company

HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

M

Rakes
Mead Hay

Shot Guns

THE

ITT

Diamond

Palace

Diamonds, Watcaea, Jewelry. Cut Glasa, Clock, siWerware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We in Tits

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

company
Mcintosh
hardware
J.
Successors to

nnncTP(u
i
U U

1 1

f
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GRAND

We are placing on display for the Fall Season the largest, best selected and most
varied line of merchandise in Clothing and Furnishings ever shown in this city.
.
swell
-

$10.00 to 15.00
15.00 to 22.50
18.00 to 30.00

CHANCELLOR
KNIGHTS

OF

CO00OOOOaXD0000

ARRIVES IN CITY TO PAY OFFI
CIAL VISIT AND TO DISCUSS
GRAND LODGE. MATTERS.

Julius

Uhlfelder,

grand chancellor

of tho Knights of Pythias, arrived In
the city this morning and will pay an
offiVlal visit to Mineral Lodge, No. 4,
tonight, at i heir regular meeting. As
matters pertaining to the meeting of
tho Territorial Grand
of the
Ktiinlits of Pythias, to be held In tills
city during the week of the twenty-sixtannual fair, will come up for discussion tonight, it Is desired that all
members who possibly can be present.
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E. L. WASHBURN CO. tli
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ROUGH

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
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215 West Rallroao Avenue

Co.

We do it right.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to in washed over. Imperial Laundry
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COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
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Call and see this great array of Seasonable Merchandise
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BUSINESS SUITS Grey and Neat Mixtures
KUPPENHEIMER'S CELEBRATED SUITS-ve- ry
STEIN BLOCH CO'S., Nobby Exclusive Styles
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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